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 Luminescent lanthanide containing coordination polymers and metal-organic 

frameworks hold great potential in many applications due to their distinctive 

spectroscopic properties. While the ability to design coordination polymers for specific 

functions is often mentioned as a major benefit bestowed upon these compounds, the lack 

of a meaningful understanding of the crystal engineering and luminescence in lanthanide 

coordination polymers remains a significant challenge toward functional design. 

Currently, the study of luminescence attributed to these compounds is based on the 

antenna effect as derived from molecular systems, where organic antennae are used to 

facilitate lanthanide-centered luminescence. This molecular based approach does not take 

into account the unique features of extended network solids, particularly the formation of 

band structure. By comparing molecular and band-based approaches, it was determined 

that the band structure of the organic sensitizing linker needs to be considered when 
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evaluating the luminescence of lanthanide coordination polymers.  This new model, as 

well as work on the crystal engineering and sensor applications of these materials will be 

presented.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Framework Materials 

1.1.1 Development 

 Coordination polymers (CPs) and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have had an 

incredible rise in applications over the past twenty years, owing to their porosity, large 

surface areas, and relative chemical and thermal stabilities. [1-6]  The ability to target 

topologies for applications have made them particularly attractive in catalysis, gas storage 

and separations, ion exchange, magnetism, sensing, and luminescence.  [7-13] 

 A coordination polymer or metal-organic framework is a coordination compound 

with repeating coordination entities extending in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions.  [14]  This 

definition can be further refined to a subset known as coordination networks.  This is 

when a coordination compound can be extended through repeating coordination entities 

in one dimension with cross linkers between two or more chains, or more simply, a 

coordination compound extended through repeating coordination entities in two or three 

dimensions.  Therefore, a metal-organic framework is a coordination network with 

organic linkers containing permanent porosity.  As some of the materials studied within 

this dissertation are dense, high dimensional solid structures, the compounds found herein 

will collectively be referred to as coordination polymers. 

Coordination polymers contain two key components, metals and linkers.  In CPs, 

the primary building unit (PBU) is the metal ion (here, lanthanide ions) and the primary 
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coordination sphere surrounding the metal center.  The LnOx polyhedra can be connected 

through the organic linker to form the framework.  Alternatively, the metal may edge or 

face share with an adjacent metal polyhedron to form a secondary building unit (SBU) 

that may propagate into zero dimensional dimers, trimers, tetramers, etc., one 

dimensional chains, or two dimensional sheets (Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1. Examples of various secondary building units in lanthanide coordination 

polymers.  Here, zero-dimensional monomers (pink), dimers (blue), trimers (grey), and 

tetramers (beige) are shown on the left.  Higher-dimensional SBUs such as one-

dimensional chains (green, top right) and two-dimensional sheets (orange, bottom right) 

are also shown. 

 One of the more important properties of MOFs is their high porosity.  The 

porosity, which can have large pore apertures ranging as large as 98 Å, has allowed for 

loading of small molecules for gas storage to large biomolecules such as green 
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fluorescent proteins.  [1, 15]  Along with high porosity, high internal surface areas (up to 

6,000 m2  [16]) has led to numerous studies directed toward gas storage, separations, and 

catalysis.  [17-20]   

 The permanent porosity of MOFs has led to the development of these materials as 

small-molecule sensors.  Luminescent CPs have had an increase in development from the 

early stages of presentation of luminescence spectra, with no targeted applications, to 

sensing of toxic metals and explosive compounds.  [21-26]  Detailed spectroscopic 

analyses such as excitation spectra, lifetimes, quantum yields, energy transfer efficiency, 

and quenching constants are being provided more consistently as the field matures.    

1.1.2 Syntheses 

 Coordination polymers and metal-organic frameworks can be synthesized under 

relatively mild reaction conditions.  The most common method and the one used herein is 

hydro- or solvothermal synthesis.  Reagents are dissolved upon heating in a sealed 

container under autogenous pressure.  Within the sealed container, the increased pressure 

upon heating allows the water in the chamber to be heated above the normal boiling 

temperature.  The objective of these methods is that the reactants such as the organic 

linker, which is generally not soluble in aqueous media, will dissolve at elevated 

temperatures and pressures.  The presence of hydroxide ions from the addition of small 

amounts of base may also be added to form insoluble lanthanide-hydroxide species, 

which may initiate growth processes.  [27] 

1.1.3 Band Formation in Solids 

 The nature of bonding in solids is quite different than what is observed in small 

molecules.  There are two general models for bonding in solids: the sea of electrons and 
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molecular orbital theory.  In the sea of electrons model, the electrons from the valence 

orbitals of the metal delocalize, allowing for electrons to move freely throughout the 

space around the metal nuclei.  In molecular orbital theory, molecular orbitals form when 

atomic orbitals overlap between two or more atoms.  This concept can be extended from 

simple diatomic molecules to extended network solids with over 106 atoms. 

For solids with N number of atoms, there will be N molecular orbitals.  The 

lowest energy orbital will be that in which all the 1s orbitals combine in phase, and the 

highest energy orbitals will be that in which the orbitals all combine out of phase.  This 

bonding allows for N-2 molecular orbitals in which there is some interaction between in-

phase and out-of-phase combinations, the greater the overlap of orbitals, the greater the 

bandwidth.  Figure 2 is a plot of the energy levels as the number of atoms gradually 

increases.  When the atoms increase to such a large number, the separation between 

energy levels becomes infinitesimally small (e.g. on the order of 10-35 J).  This separation 

is so small, the set of levels form a continuous range of energies, where the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) can be reassigned as the valence band (VB) and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is renamed the conduction band (CB). 
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Figure 2. Orbital energies for an increasing number of N atoms in a solid. 

1.2 The Lanthanide Series 

1.2.1 General Overview of the Lanthanide Elements 

 “Lanthanum has only one important oxidation state in aqueous solution, the +3 

state.  With few exceptions, this tells the whole boring story about the other lanthanides.”  

[28] 
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 This quote is from Pimentel in 1971 and illustrates how under-appreciated the 

lanthanide series has been in the past.  The chemistry and applications of lanthanide ions 

has made tremendous strides within the last 20+ years, with numerous applications of +2 

oxidation states (mostly Eu and Yb) and increasing use in catalysis and lighting and 

display technologies.  The lanthanide with any extensive chemistry in the +4 oxidation 

state is cerium and is primarily used as an oxidizing agent.  [29-34] 

 The location of the lanthanides on the periodic table indicates that the filling of 

the 4f valence orbitals begins with these elements.  The electronic configuration of the 

lanthanides is [Xe]4fn6s2, with notable exceptions for lanthanum, cerium, gadolinium, 

and lutetium, which have a [Xe]4fn-15d16s2 configuration.  The most common oxidation 

state is +3, with a configuration of [Xe]4fn-1.  The 4f orbitals are considered valence 

orbitals; however, they are shielded from the coordination environment by the filled 5s 

and 5p orbitals, which are radially extended past the f orbitals (Figure 3).  As a result, 

lanthanides bind mostly through, non-directional, ionic interactions.  [35, 36]  Lanthanide 

ions have a wide range of coordination numbers, typically ranging from 6 to 12 with 

coordination geometries being determined by ligand steric considerations rather than 

crystal field effects.   
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Figure 3.  Radial distribution plot of the s, p, d, and f valence orbitals in Ln ions.  [37] 
 

1.2.2 Lanthanide Coordination Polymers 

Lanthanide ions have not been used in coordination polymers as extensively as 

their transition metal counterparts.  [4, 13, 17, 38-42]  This is in part attributed to the 

predictable coordination geometries of transition metals, which in turn leads to 

predictable framework topologies in coordination polymer and metal-organic framework 

materials.  This predictable formation in topologies is not largely present in lanthanide 

systems due to the mainly ionic, nondirectional bonding nature of these ions.  This 

coupled with their large ionic radii presents another problem, fully saturating the 

coordination sphere of the lanthanide with desired ligands.  Smaller molecules with less 

steric bulk will attempt to coordinate to open sites on the lanthanide center.  This is seen 

often with solvent molecules, which will coordinate to lanthanide ions.  This may seem 

like an additional challenge in lanthanide framework materials, but the large diversity and 

coordination geometries available opens up a wide array of possible topologies for these 

materials; possibilities far more extensive than the transition metal counterparts alone.  A 
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comparison of some of the properties between transition and lanthanide metal behavior 

can be seen in Table 1.  [35] 

 The primary method to control topologies in lanthanide coordination polymers; 

however, they are not quite the same as in transition metal systems.  Selection of linkers 

and/or ligands that have the ability to complete the coordination sphere, attempting to 

exclude or crowd out any solvent molecules is the most elegant solution to attempt to 

avoid unwanted coordinating solvent molecules.   

 Another consideration when selecting a proper organic species for coordination to 

the lanthanide ion is based on Pearson’s Hard/Soft Acid/Base Theory (HSAB, Figure 4).  

[43, 44]  Charge density is the main focus of this concept.  Transition metal species can 

be both hard and soft acids, where lanthanide ions, with an oxidation state of +3 and sizes 

ranging from 86.1 to 103.2 pm [35, 45], are all inherently hard acids.  Hard bases 

typically employed contain oxygen atoms from carboxylic acid functional groups.  This 

functional group is ideal as it readily chelates to the lanthanide ion.   
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Figure 4.  Molecular orbital diagram for metal (A) and ligand (B) interactions using 

Pearson’s Hard/Soft Acid/Base Theory. 

 The reasons stated above substantiate that the field of lanthanide and lanthanide 

related materials such as metal-organic frameworks have the potential to offer substantial 

benefits to society, from hydrogen gas storage in cars [46] to better LED lighting [47], 

and medicine.  [48-50] 
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Table 1. Comparison of 4f and 3d metal ions.  [35] 

 4f 3d 

Electron configurations of ions Variable Variable 

Stable oxidation states Usually +3 Variable 

Coordination numbers in 
complexes 

Commonly 8 - 10 Usually 6 

Coordination polyhedra in 
complexes 

Minimize repulsion Directional 

Trends in coordination numbers Often constant in block Often constant in block 

Donor atoms in complexes ‘Hard’ preferred ‘Hard’ and ‘soft’ 

Hydration energy High Usually moderate 

Ligand exchange reactions Usually fast Fast and slow 

Magnetic properties of ions Independent of environment Depends on environment and 
ligand field 

Electronic spectra of ions Sharp lines Broad Lines 

Crystal field effects in complexes Weak Strong 

 

1.3 Luminescence in Metal-Organic Frameworks 

1.3.1 Spectroscopy of Lanthanide Ions 

The unique spectroscopy that arises from lanthanide ions is attributed to the 4f 

valence orbitals, which are buried within the core of the ions, shielded from the 

coordination environment by the filled 5s and 5p orbitals.  As a consequence, they do not 

experience significant coupling with ligands.  The transitions from the excited to ground 

states are forbidden by the Laporte selection rule since there is no change in the angular 

momentum quantum number between the excited and ground state.  Judd and Ofelt 

explained the relaxation of the parity rule can be accomplished through the effect of 

vibronic coupling and hybridization.  [51-53]  

Due to the shielding of the 4f orbitals by the s and p orbitals, the spectral 

properties of lanthanide ions are minimally perturbed by the external field generated by 
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ligands or counterions.  This results in the sharp f-f absorption bands compared to the 

broader d-d absorption bands of the d-block transition metals.  The transitions observed 

in the lanthanide ions are Laporte forbidden, meaning there is no change of parity from 

the ground state to the excited state.  Due to this, these transitions are weak in both 

absorptions and emission intensities, having molar absorptivities generally less than 10 

M-1cm-1 and radiative lifetimes in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 ms.  This is in drastic 

comparison to organic chromophores, with molar absorptivities greater than 104 M-1cm-1 

and radiative lifetimes in the nanosecond time scale. 

1.3.2 Obtaining Luminescence in Metal-organic Frameworks 

In general, there are four methods for generating luminescence in MOFs.  

Lanthanide ions can be used in all four scenarios, where transition metal ions are 

primarily used for the first three scenarios.  These methods are: 

 The first scenario is through (typically) conjugated organic compounds, which 

can absorb light in the UV and visible region.  Emission can be directly from the linker, 

or can involve charge transfer between the metal ions and the organic moiety. 

 The second source of luminescence can come from adsorbed emitting species.  

The large porous voids in MOFs provide an ideal way to occlude luminescent molecules 

within its framework, making luminescence arise in an otherwise non-emissive material.   

 Next, π-π stacking interactions between adjacent linkers or between guest species 

and linkers can produce an excited complex (excimers/exciplexes) that can, in some 

scenarios, emit or quench luminescence. 
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 Finally, metals within the framework may produce luminescence in certain 

circumstances.  Lanthanide or transition metal ions incorporated into the MOF or CP as 

metal clusters can emit luminescence if within proximity of an organic molecule.  This 

concept will be explored further and is the primary focus of this dissertation. 

1.3.3 The Antenna Effect 

 Eu(III) and Tb(III) ions, are attractive visible light emitters because of their 

narrow emission profiles.  These ions are often used in emissive materials, however, 

lanthanide electronic transitions are forbidden by parity (Laporte) selection rules, leading 

to weak absorbance and low efficiencies.  The most commonly used method to 

circumvent this issue is through complexing the lanthanide with a strongly absorbing 

linker.  In this process, commonly referred to as the antenna effect (Figure 5), an organic 

linker absorbs incident radiation and transfers the energy to the lanthanide’s excited state, 

often resulting in radiative decay as luminescence.  [54-56]   
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Figure 5. A modified Jablonski diagram depicting the antenna effect.  A=absorption, 

F=fluorescence, P=phosphorescence, L=Luminescence, NRD=non-radiative decay, 

1S=singlet state, 3T=triplet state, ISC=intersystem crossing, ET=energy transfer, 

BT=back transfer. 

 The antenna effect has long been used to justify luminescence in lanthanide 

coordination polymers, but treats coordination polymers like discreet molecular moieties 

rather than periodic network solids with band features.  While well studied and developed 

in solution with discreet molecular entities, data herein indicates that coordination 

polymers do not behave in a similar fashion.  [57, 58]  Lack of dynamic ligand exchange, 

strong static hydrogen bonding networks, aggregation effects, and formation of band-like 

energy levels occur in CPs and may play roles that are not consistent with that of 

molecular complexes.  Understanding the parameters by which sensitization occurs 

within trivalent Ln coordination polymers and metal-organic frameworks is the focus of 

this dissertation. 
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1.4 Applying a Band-based Approach to Sensitized Luminescence in MOFs 

 Since Ln CPs are not molecular entities, but rather network solids, [59, 60] a new 

ideology built upon the foundation of the antenna effect to explain Ln luminescence in 

CPs has been developed.  The periodic arrangement of the metal centers with organic 

linkers results in the formation of band features similar to insulators and semiconductors.  

[61-63]  When Ln ions are incorporated into inorganic semiconducting materials, their 

luminescence is often sensitized by charger carrier (exciton) recombination since there 

exists no organic antennae within these systems.  Studies herein will demonstrate that a 

similar mechanism occurs in Ln CP systems, and that modifying the antenna effect 

guidelines for these systems is necessary.  [60]  This new approach applies known 

characteristics of aggregated organic solids with band structure to the antenna effect as 

derived from molecular systems.
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CHAPTER 2: SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION

2.1 Materials and Methods 

 To understand the luminescence of trivalent lanthanide ions in coordination 

polymers, these materials are prepared through hydrothermal synthesis and characterized 

using techniques including X-ray diffraction and luminescence spectroscopy.  X-ray 

diffraction will determine the structure of the synthesized coordination polymer while 

luminescence spectroscopy gives insight into the light harvesting ability and 

photophysical processes occurring within these materials. 

2.1.1 Hydrothermal Synthesis 

The primary method of preparation discussed herein is hydrothermal synthesis 

(Figure 6).  [64]  The advantage of this technique is it allows an aqueous medium to be 

heated to a temperature greater than that of the normal boiling point of water under 

autogenous pressure.  Solvothermal synthesis occurs when the reaction occurs in a 

solvent other than water.  In a typical hydrothermal reaction, the reagents are weighed on 

a balance and placed into a 23 mL Teflon-lined steel autoclave.  This vessel is then sealed 

and heated between 75 and 200 °C for varying hours to days.  Once synthesized, the 

materials are analyzed with a variety of X-ray diffraction and spectroscopic techniques. 
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Figure 6. Simplified scheme for hydrothermal synthesis. 

2.1.2 X-ray Diffraction 

 Once the coordination polymer has been synthesized through hydrothermal 

methods, X-ray diffraction techniques are used to determine the bond lengths and angles 

of a system through the use of X-rays. 

X-rays are short-wavelength radiation on the order of 10-5 Å to 100 Å.  

Conventional X-ray diffraction is, however, typically used in the region of about 0.1 Å to 

25 Å.  [65, 66] 

 X-rays are generated in four main ways.  The first method is by use of a 

radioactive source that decays resulting in X-ray emission.  Another method is by 

exposing a substance to a primary beam of X-rays to generate a secondary beam of X-ray 

fluorescence.  [67]  Next, X-rays can be generated from a synchrotron radiation source. 

[68] Finally, the method that will be used for the generation of X-rays for the purpose of 

this dissertation is by bombardment of a metal target with a beam of high energy 

electrons (Figure 7). 

 In an X-ray tube, electrons produced at a cathode (typically tungsten wire) are 

accelerated toward a metal anode by a potential difference of about 100 kV.  The 
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subsequent collision of the electrons with the anode creates mostly heat.  But part of the 

energy of the beam (~1%) is converted to X-rays. 

 

Figure 7. A simplified schematic of a typical X-ray tube.  A high voltage across a 

(tungsten) filament ejects electrons through a vacuum to the (water cooled) metal anode, 

generating X-rays that may pass through beryllium windows. 

 X-rays result from the electronic transitions that involve innermost atomic orbitals 

of the anode material (typically molybdenum or copper).  The high-energy electrons from 

the cathode ejects core electrons of the metal anode.  The collision results in the 

formation of excited ions, which then emit quanta of radiation as electrons from outer 
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orbitals undergo transitions to occupy the inner, vacant orbital (L → K in Figure 8).  An 

electron is lost from the second principal quantum level (L), as a result of ejection by a 

high energy electron from the cathode.  The energy difference between the L and K levels 

is significantly larger than that between orbitals extended further out, closer to valence 

orbitals (M and L levels).  Therefore, the radiation for the K series appears at shorter 

wavelengths for the heavier elements.  

 

Figure 8.  Simplified schematic of X-ray generation from an electron beam source. 

When the generated X-ray beam strikes a crystalline material, part of the beam is 

scattered by the layer of atoms at the surface.  The unscattered part of the beam 

penetrates to the second layer of atoms where again another fraction is scattered, while 

some penetrate further on to the third layer, so on and so forth.  The cumulative effect of 

this scattering from the regularly spaced centers of the crystal is diffraction of the beam 

in a similar manner as visible radiation is diffracted by a reflection grating.  The 

requirements for X-ray diffraction are that the spacing between layers of atoms must be 

roughly the same as the wavelength of the radiation and the scattering centers must be 

spatially distributed in a periodic arrangement. 

W. L. Bragg treated diffraction of X-rays by crystals with trigonometric 

considerations (Figure 9).  When a narrow beam of radiation strikes the crystal surface at 
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angle θ, scattering occurs as a result of the interaction of the radiation with atoms located 

directly above and below point y.  The distance is thus defined as 

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 

where n is an integer (on the order of diffraction), the scattered radiation will be in phase 

at z, and the crystal will diffract the X-rays.  If we look at this relation further, 

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 = 𝑑𝑑 sin𝜃𝜃 

where d is the interplanar distance of the crystal.  The conditions for interference to be 

constructive for the X-ray beam are therefore, 

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 2𝑑𝑑 sin𝜃𝜃 

which is known as Bragg’s equation.  

 

Figure 9. Schematic derivation of Bragg’s Law.  Where an X-ray strikes an atom on a 

crystallographic plane and is diffracted off at the same angle, θ. 
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 The result of X-ray diffraction studies will provide diffraction patterns, which can 

be solved and refined to elucidate absolute bond lengths and angles of the crystalline 

material.  

2.1.3 Luminescence Spectroscopy 

 Spectroscopic measurements are performed on the coordination polymers, which 

have been confirmed through X-ray diffraction methods, to investigate the photophysical 

processes that are occurring within these systems. 

Luminescence occurs from the radiative emission of a photon from electronically 

excited states within compounds.  Depending on the nature of the transition, fluorescence 

and/or phosphorescence may be the resulting process.  Spin allowed fluorescence, a 

singlet to ground transition occurs rapidly, on the order of 108 s-1, where spin forbidden 

phosphorescence is a relatively slower process on the order of 103 to 100 s-1.  Metal 

complexes and CPs can display mixed singlet and triplet state emission, which can last 

nanoseconds to several microseconds. 

 Luminescence in the systems described herein is achieved via an energy transfer 

mechanism.  The donor and acceptor species are coupled by a dipole-dipole interaction, 

called Förster energy transfer, or by electron exchange though the Dexter energy transfer 

mechanism (Figure 10).  This process of energy transfer is based on the concept of a 

fluorophore as an oscillating dipole.  This dipole can exchange energy with another 

dipole with slightly small energy frequencies.  This is the basis of the antenna effect, 

which will be discussed later. 
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Figure 10.  Simplified representation of Förster and Dexter energy transfer mechanisms. 

2.1.4 Photophysical Measurements 

 Compounds synthesized will have their quantum yield determined to quantify the 

efficiency of the material.  Quantum yield is a measurement of the ratio of photons 

emitted to the photons absorbed, allowing one to determine the efficiency of energy 

transfer processes in luminescent Ln systems.  The method used to determine quantum 

yields in this dissertation is a relative technique, comparing light harvesting efficiency to 

known standards. 

To reduce concentration quenching for the emitting materials, both samples and 

standards should be dissolved in a non-emissive matrix such as PMMA or KBr with 

enough thickness to avoid signal from the solid state holder (approximately 2 - 3 mm).  

[69, 70]   

 Diffuse reflectance (R) and the integrated emission spectrum (I) for both sample 

and standard can be used to calculate the emission efficiency of the solid state sample 

using the equation below. 

Φ𝑥𝑥 =
1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥

×
𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥
𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

× Φ𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
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Reflectance can be determined from the UV-Vis spectrometer with solid state 

attachments with the value of reflected light of the sample and standards at designated 

wavelengths (313 nm for pyrene and 366 nm for anthracene).  The emission spectrum of 

the sample and standards on the fluorimeter is scanned from the emissive ranges of the 

sample and integrated to obtain the I values from the equation.  These values are then 

corrected by the absolute quantum yield of the standards (61% for pyrene and 22% for 

anthracene, both diluted in PMMA matrix).   

 The determination of excited state lifetimes are used to obtain information about 

the coordination environment of the lanthanide ion and the nature of the f-excited state.  

The lifetime is a measure of the average time the lanthanide remains in the excited state 

before decaying to the ground state.  The lifetime of the excited state is strongly affected 

by non-radiative quenching pathways (OH, OD, CH quanta), the number of oscillators 

lead to non-radiative quenching in the coordination sphere of the lanthanide ion, which 

will be investigated extensively within the scope of this dissertation.   

 Emission lifetimes of Eu(III) and Tb(III) lanthanides with varying numbers of 

aqua ligands in aqueous solutions (τH2O) were measured by Horrocks and compared to the 

lifetimes measured in D2O (τD2O).  [56, 71]  The number of bound water molecules, q, 

can be obtained from the equation, 

𝑞𝑞 = 𝐴𝐴�𝜏𝜏𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂
−1 − 𝜏𝜏𝐷𝐷2𝑂𝑂

−1 � 

where A was empirically determined (Eu is 1.05 and Tb is 4.2).  This equation has been 

extended into the solid state, which will be applied to coordination polymers studies 

herein.  Chopin also created another equation, which can determine lifetimes without 

deuterated solvent, however, this equation only works in Eu(III) systems.  [72] 
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𝑞𝑞 = 1.05 × 𝜏𝜏𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂
−1 − 0.70 

 Together both quantum yield and lifetime measurements will allow for the 

quantification of the efficiency of these systems and allow for more insight into the 

energy transfer processes occurring within these systems. 

 The emission spectra of the europium compounds can also provide important 

information regarding radiative (κrad) and non-radiative (κnonrad) rates within Ln-organic 

systems, which offers insights into the luminescence of the Ln ion.  These values can 

quantify how efficient the energy transfer process from the organic antenna to emitting 

Ln ion is as well as determine the negative contribution from nonradiative decay 

pathways, which will be covered in this dissertation.  The intrinsic quantum yield of 

Eu(III) (ΦEu) can be determined, as well as the efficiency of the organic to sensitize Ln 

emission (ηsens), using the following equations.  [73-75] 

𝜙𝜙𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂𝑆𝑆 = 𝜙𝜙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ∙ 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 

𝜙𝜙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

 

1
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

= 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛3 �
𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂𝑆𝑆
𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷

� 

𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝜅𝜅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =
1
𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠

−
1
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

 

Where ΦTOT is the quantum yield of the system, τobs and τrad are the experimental and 

radiative lifetimes, respectively, A is the spontaneous emission probability of the 5D0 to 

7F1 transition (14.65 s-1), n is the refractive index (~1.5 for these solids), and ITOT/MD are 

the entire integrated Eu emission spectrum from 5D0 to 7F4 and the integrated magnetic-

dipole emission band, 5D0→7F1, respectively. 
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Singlet and triplet states of the organic linkers are were performed as described by 

Crosby.  [76]  Phosphorescence spectra are collected with the linker with optically dead 

Gd(III) ions in a 3:1 ratio in acetonitrile solution, when appropriate.  Spectra are collected 

with increasing delay times (0.00 to 0.05 ms) to resolve the long lived triplet state.  

Spectra are then deconvoluted with OriginPro 8.1 to determine singlet and triplet state 

energy levels. 
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CHAPTER 3: LUMINESCENCE LANTHANIDE COORDINATION POLYMERS 

CONSTRUCTED FROM HETEROCYCLIC LINKERS

3.1 3,4-Furandicarboxylic Acid 

 The linker for the first project, 3,4-furandicarboxylic acid (FDC) [77], was chosen 

because this linker has not been studied with either transition metal or lanthanide metals 

without the presence of a second coordinating organic ligand.  However, the linker 

2,3,4,5-furantetracarboxylic acid has been used extensively in transition metal [78-81], 

lanthanide and actinide [82], and even alkali metal systems. [83]  The absence of MOFs 

and CPs with this linker as well as the delocalized, rigid aromatic ring system of the furan 

moiety was motivation for the synthesis of Ln-FDC (Ln = Eu and Tb) systems to the 

study the fundamental luminescent properties these materials have to offer. 

3.1.1 Synthesis 

 The coordination polymer [Ln(C6H2O5)(C6H3O5)(H2O)]n (Ln = Sm - Lu) [84]  

was synthesized hydrothermally from a solution of europium nitrate (Eu(NO3)3·6H2O, 

122.6 mg, 0.275 mmol) and dimethyl-3,4-furandicarboxylate (C8H8O5, 50 mg, 0.275 

mmol) in 3 mL H2O, which were placed into a 23 mL Teflon lined autoclave.  Aqueous 

potassium hydroxide (5 M KOH) was added to adjust the pH from 2-3 to 7-9.  The 

autoclave was placed in an oven at 120 °C for 3 days (72 h), after which the autoclave 

was removed from heat and left to naturally cool to room temperature.  The cloudy, white 
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solution was decanted from the clear, colorless crystals, and washed twice with water and 

ethanol, after which they were allowed to air dry at room temperature.  Yield 26%. 

 Elemental analyses were conducted on Eu and Tb samples by Galbraith 

Laboratories, Inc., Knoxville, TN, USA.  Eu: calcd. C 30.08, H 1.47; found C 30.06, H 

1.50.  Tb: calcd. C 29.65, H 1.45; found C 28.82, H 1.40. 

3.1.2 Structural Description 

 The following structural description will focus specifically on that of the Eu 

analog.  The Tb CP was found to be isostructural, as confirmed with single and powder 

X-ray diffraction studies. 
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Table 2. Crystallographic information for Eu and Tb FDC-CPs. 

Formula [Eu(C6H2O5)(C6H3O5)(H2O)]n [Tb(C6H2O5)(C6H3O5)(H2O)]n 

Formula weight (g/mol) 479.15 486.11 

Crystal class Orthorhombic Orthorhombic 

Space group Pbca Pbca 

a (Å) 15.122(2) 15.0789(15) 

b (Å) 9.3656(14) 9.2997(9) 

c (Å) 20.290(3) 20.287(2) 

α (°) 90 90 

β (°) 90 90 

γ (°) 90 90 

Z 8 8 

Cell volume (Å3) 2873.7(8) 2844.8(5) 

Density (mg m-3) 1.933 2.270 

µ (mm-1) 4.354 7.452 

Rint 0.0518 0.0601 

R1 0.0237 0.0298 

wR2 0.0608 0.0577 

GOF 0.715 1.028 

Total Reflections 30,125 31,725 

𝑅𝑅1 = �
�|𝐹𝐹0| − |𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐|�

|𝐹𝐹0| ;𝑤𝑤𝑅𝑅2 = �
∑[𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹02 − 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐2)2]
∑[𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹02)2] �

1
2
 

 The material is a two-dimensional compound constructed from EuO8 polyhedra 

that form a distorted square antiprism coordination geometry, which edge share to form a 

dimeric secondary building unit (Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13).  Surrounding each 

Eu, there are five monodentate oxygen atoms, which belong to carboxylate moieties (O1, 

O3, O4, O7, O8), two symmetry equivalent oxygen atoms (O2, O2’) bridging the Eu ions 

to form the dimer, and one bound aqua ligand (O9).  Selected bond lengths and angles 

can be found in Table 3. 
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Figure 11.  Thermal ellipsoid plots (50% level) of all crystallographically unique atoms 

in Eu-FDC CP (where i indicates the symmetry operator –x, -y, -z).  Hydrogen atoms 

have been omitted. 
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Figure 12.  View of [Eu(C6H2O5)(C6H3O5)(H2O)]n down [010], showing the stacking of 

the layers.  Note the uncoordinated FDC ion between the layers.  Orange polyhedra 

represent EuO8 units, black lines are carbon, and red spheres are oxygen atoms.  

Hydrogens have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 13.  The structure of an individual layer in the title compound, highlighting the 

dimer SBU structure.  See Figure 12 for color scheme. 
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Table 3. Selected bond lengths for Eu and Tb FDC CPs. 

Eu-FDC   Tb-FDC  

Eu1-Ox   Tb1-Ox  

X Å  X Å 

8 2.276(2)  8 2.249(3) 

7 2.292(2)  7 2.261(3) 

2 2.369(2)  2 2.349(3) 

4 2.387(2)  4 2.356(3) 

9 2.415(2)  9 2.391(3) 

3 2.431(2)  3 2.405(3) 

1 2.500(2)  1 2.482(3) 

2i 2.521(2)  2i 2.486(3) 

     

C5-O10 1.223(4)  C5-O10 1.225(6) 

C5-O11 1.312(5)  C5-O11 1.324(6) 
Superscript i=symmetry operator –x, -y, -z. 

 The Eu dimers form two-dimensional sheets that expand along the [100] and 

[010] directions (Figure 12), propagated by the organic linker.  These sheets stack along 

[001] (Figure 13).  Fully protonated carboxylic acid groups are found dangling between 

the sheets, with carbon oxygen bond distances of 1.223 Å (C=O) and 1.312 Å (C-OH) for 

O10 and O11, respectively.  Hydrogen bonding and π-π interactions aid in the stacking of 

the sheets (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Hydrogen bonding geometric parameters (Å, °). 

Interaction D····A D-H H····A Angle 

O(9)-Hw(1)····O(1) 2.785(3) 0.96(5) 1.82(5) 178(4) 

O(9)-Hw(2)····O(10) 2.748(4) 0.88(4) 1.88(4) 173(4) 

O(11)-H(10)····O(3) 2.596(4) 0.82 1.78 176 

C(8)-H(8)····O(1) 3.241(4) 0.93 2.56 131 

C(9)-H(9)····O(10) 3.158(4) 0.93 2.26 162 

C(11)-H(11)····O(9) 3.442(4) 0.93 2.57 157 

 

 Two crystallographically unique FDC linkers are present in this coordination 

polymer.  The first FDC coordinates to both lanthanides of the dimer and provides one 

oxygen to each lanthanide center in a monodentate fashion from only one of its 

carboxylate moieties, O3 and O4.  This coordination is paralleled by a symmetrically 

equivalent FDC ligand at an angle of 134.04°.  The remaining carboxylate moiety of this 

FDC remains uncoordinated and protonated, and lies in between and nearly orthogonal to 

the sheets.  The second FDC linker acts to propagate the sheets and is entirely chelated to 

the lanthanides through carboxylate oxygen atoms.  Bridging the two lanthanide ions of 

the dimer is a bidentate oxygen atom, O2, of a carboxylate group.  The remaining oxygen 

of this carboxylate group, O1, is coordinated to one Eu, while the other dimer receives 

coordination through O1’ with a symmetrically equivalent linker on the opposite side of 

the dimer, along with a bridging oxygen atom, O2’, repeated on the other side from 

another FDC.  The second carboxylate group of this linker connects two neighboring 

dimer groups, with O8 bonding to a Eu of one dimer, and O7 coordinated to a Eu of the 

next nearest dimer.  The last coordinated oxygen atom from the bound water, O9, is in 
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roughly the same plane as O2 and O3.  Figure 14 shows a ball-and-stick representation 

highlighting the bonding around the lanthanide dimer. 

 

Figure 14.  Ball and stick representation of the lanthanide dimer.  Carbon atoms are 

black, oxygen is red, hydrogen atoms are white, and the purple spheres are the 

lanthanide centers. 

 Hydrogen bonding in the Eu-CP is shown (Table 4) and these interactions assist 

in the stacking of the sheets.  First, there is a hydrogen bond between the bound water 
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ligand O(9) and O(1) of the fully deprotonated FDC ion that forms the dimer.  The 

second interaction in the table is between O(10), which is a carboxylic acid moiety of one 

sheet dangling in the channel, and O(9), which is a bound aqua ligand of a dimer on a 

neighboring sheet.  This interaction aids in stacking the sheets.  The next interactions 

involve weaker C--Acceptor hydrogen bonds.  There is a weak intersheet interaction 

between C(8)-H(8) of the dangling furan moiety of one sheet to a coordinated oxygen 

atom of a dimer in a neighboring sheet, O(1).  There is another weak H-bond between 

C(9) and O(10), occurring in the channels and is between two furan moieties of different 

sheets, further aiding in the stacking of the sheets.  Lastly, there is a weak intrasheet 

hydrogen bond between C(11)-H(11) and the coordinated aqua ligand, O(9). 

 There is a π-π interaction between two neighboring furan rings, centroid Cg(2)-

Cg(2) (calculated using PLATON [85] where Cg = ring center of gravity values provide 

center to center distances) rings in which O6, C11, C10, C12, and C13 make up Cg(2).  

This interaction occurs at a distance of 3.560 Å, and is between two neighboring dimers 

within the sheet.  A weak interaction between centroids Cg(1) and Cg(2), where Cg(1) is 

formed from the ring made up from atoms O5, C3, C4, C8, and C9.  This intersheet 

interactions occurs at a distance of 4.014 Å and aids in the stacking of the sheets. 

 

 
 
3.1.3 Photophysical Results and Analysis 

Excitation and emission spectra were collected for both europium and terbium 

coordination polymers, and are seen in Figure 15 and Figure 16.  The maximum 

excitation wavelength for both CPs is seen at 272 nm, attributed to FDC excitation.  
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Direct excitation of the Eu(III) ion can be observed from 340 to 500 nm with the 5L6 level 

being the most intense.  [86]  Quantum yields, lifetimes were experimentally determined 

and molecular singlet and triplet energies were calculated from molecular modelling of 

FDC (Table 5). 

Table 5. Quantum yields and lifetimes of the Eu and Tb analogs of Ln-FDC. 

 Φ (%) τ (ms) 1S (cm-1) 3T (cm-1) 

Eu 1.1 ± 0.3 0.387 ± 0.0001 
31,620 23,190 

Tb 3.3 ± 0.8 0.769 ± 0.006 

 

 

Figure 15.  Eu-FDC compound excitation (dashed) and emission (solid). 
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Figure 16. Tb-FDC compound excitation (dashed) and emission (solid).  

 The FDC linker’s molecular triplet state of 23,190 cm-1 is most likely too high to 

promote efficient energy transfer to the 5D1 level of the Eu(III) ion with an energy 

difference of 4,170 cm-1, just outside the optimum energy transfer range and too close to 

5D2 (ΔE = ~1,700 cm-1), resulting in a quantum yield of 1.1%.  In the Tb system, the only 

energy level that could be occupied is the 5D4 emissive level with an energy difference of 

2,760 cm-1, which is within the range of optimum energy transfer and should promote 

decent quantum yields, but an efficiency of 3.3% was instead observed. 

After integration of the emission spectrum for the Eu CP, sensitization 

efficiencies were obtained using the equations presented in a previous section (2.1.4).  

The results are shown in Table 6.  These data indicate that aside from the poor quantum 

yield observed, the efficiency of the energy transfer from the FDC linker to the Eu(III) 

ion is poor, with an efficiency of only 14.6%, where some systems can have efficiencies 
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as high as 100%.  [25, 87]  The radiative decay values obtained from lifetime 

measurements and integrated emission spectra indicate that nonradiative processes (2,395 

s-1) play a significantly large role in deactivating luminescence, with a value over 10 

times higher than the radiative rate (188.67 s-1), which may further explain the poor 

quantum yields seen in this system.  These kinetic results, the poorly aligned triplet state 

of the linker, and presence of coordinated aqua ligands indicate that the FDC system has 

a myriad of shortcomings to be considered for further investigation as an efficient light 

harvesting material. 

Table 6.  Luminescence parameters of the Eu FDC system. 

 

 

3.2 2,3-Pyridinedicarboxylic Acid 

 The pyridine dicarboxylic acid family of linkers have been used previously in the 

construction of lanthanide-organic materials [88-105] due to the strong lanthanide 

coordination offered through oxygen and nitrogen donor atoms, and the delocalized 

aromatic system, which allowed the molecule to absorb energy to be transferred to the 

lanthanide ion.  The most widely used pyridine dicarboxylic acid derivative is 2,6-

pyridinedicarboxylic acid, and is used in coordination complexes as well as one-, two-, 

and three-dimensional coordination polymers with both transition metal and lanthanide 

ions.  [96, 97, 106-111]  The versatility of this linker arises from the tridentate nature of 

the molecule and the many coordination modes that it can adopt. [106, 112]  There has 

been work on other pyridinedicarboxylic acid isomers including the 2,3-, 2,4-, 2,5-, 3,4-, 

ηsens ΦEu τrad κrad κnonrad 

14.6% 7.5% 0.0053 s 188.67 s-1 2,395 s-1 
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and 3,5- derivatives but the majority of this work has focused on transition metal 

coordination polymers.  [113-122] 

 The 2,3-pyridinedicarboxylic acid is the least studied of these isomers and there is 

little work done utilizing this molecule and lanthanide ions.  [101, 123-130]  This could 

be due in part to the tendency of this linker to decarboxylate at the 2-position to become 

nicotinic acid under hydrothermal conditions.  [131] 

3.2.1 Synthesis 

The coordination polymer [Ln(C7H3NO4)(C7H4NO4)(H2O)]n (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, 

Eu, and Tb) [132] was synthesized hydrothermally from a solution of europium chloride 

(EuCl3, 267 mg, 0.73 mmol) and 2,3-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (C7H5NO4, 100 mg, 0.60 

mmol) in 7 mL H2O.  The solution was placed in a 23 mL Teflon lined Parr bomb and 

heated under autogenous pressure for one day (24 h) at 120 °C.  After cooling to room 

temperature, clear, colorless crystals were isolated from the supernatant liquid, washed 

twice with water and ethanol, and left to air dry at room temperature.  Yield: 5 – 11%. 

Elemental analyses were conducted on all samples by Galbraith Laboratories, 

Inc., Knoxville, TN, USA.  Eu: calcd. C 33.53, H 1.81 N 5.59; found C 33.43, H 1.76, N 

5.53.  Pr:  calcd. C 34.31, H 1.85, 5.72; found C 34.21, H 1.93, N 5.73.  Nd: calcd. C 

34.06, H 1.84, N 5.68; found C 33.97, H 1.81, N 5.61.  Sm: calcd. C 33.64, H 1.82, N 

5.61; found C 33.38, H 1.79, 5.64.  Tb: calcd. C 30.07, H 1.79, N 5.51; found C 32.93, H 

1.86, N 5.49. 
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3.2.2 Structural Description 

Table 7. Crystallographic details for the Ln-PYDC compounds, 

[Ln(C7H3NO4)(C7H4NO4)(H2O)]n (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb). 

Formula Pr Nd Sm Eu Tb 
Formula weight 
(g/mol) 490.14 493.47 499.59 501.19 508.15 

Crystal class Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 

Space group P21/c P21/c P21/c P21/c P21/c 

a (Å) 12.8364(16) 12.8537(18) 12.8559(18) 12.8700(18) 12.856(8) 

b (Å) 16.747(2) 16.731(2) 16.655(2) 16.645(2) 16.588(10) 

c (Å) 7.0868(9) 7.0837(10) 7.0465(10) 7.0312(10) 6.988(4) 

α (°) 90 90 90 90 90 

β (°) 97.073(2) 97.170(2) 97.533(2) 97.687(2) 98.018(7) 

γ (°) 90 90 90 90 90 

Z 4 4 4 4 4 

Cell volume (Å3) 1511.8(3) 1511.5(4) 1495.8(4) 1492.7(4) 1475.8(15) 

Density (mg m-3) 2.154 2.170 2.219 2.231 2.288 

µ (mm-1) 3.272 3.493 3.984 4.270 4.851 

Rint 0.0379 0.0409 0.0472 0.0862 0.1738 

R1 0.0434 0.0258 0.0262 0.0353 0.0718 

wR2 0.0955 0.0600 0.0583 0.0709 0.1720 

GOF 0.953 1.058 1.030 1.012 0.975 

Total Reflections 5683 22663 22092 16679 16278 

𝑅𝑅1 = �
�|𝐹𝐹0| − |𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐|�

|𝐹𝐹0| ;𝑤𝑤𝑅𝑅2 = �
∑[𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹02 − 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐2)2]
∑[𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹02)2] �

1
2
 

The coordination polymer [Ln(C7H3NO4)(C7H4NO4)(H2O)]n (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, 

Eu, and Tb) was isostructural for all lanthanides, and only the Eu structure will be 

discussed in detail.  The structure is comprised of EuO7N2 polyhedra that edge-share to 

form a zero-dimensional dimer.  Each metal center is coordinated to four monodentate 

oxygen atoms (O1, O2, O5, O6), two symmetry equivalent oxygen atoms (O4) bridging 

the Eu ions (Eu1) and forming the dimer unit through carboxylate (O4) coordination.  
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Completing the coordination sphere are one coordinated aqua ligand (O3) and two bound 

nitrogen atoms (N1, N2).  The Eu dimers extends in the [010] and [001] directions to 

form sheets (Figure 18) through coordination with the organic linker.  The sheets stack 

along the [100] direction through hydrogen bonding (Table 9) between the carboxylic 

acid moieties of neighboring sheets (Figure 19).  Within this carboxylic acid group, 

determination of the protonated oxygen atom (O8) was made based on bond lengths 

supported by bond valence calculations.  [133-135]  Here, oxygen atom O8 has a bond 

distance of 1.304 Å with the carbon atom C14, and a bond valence of 1.26 

(approximately equal to the form charge of a hydroxyl oxygen atom), but O9 has the 

shortest C-O distance (1.193 Å) of all carboxylate groups present, indicating the presence 

of a double bond with a bond valence of 1.70 for O9 (approaching the formal -2 charge of 

a carbonyl oxygen atom).  This indicates that the O8-C14-O9 fragment is protonated as a 

carboxylic acid.  The other carboxylate (containing O6 and O7) has bond lengths slightly 

longer than O9 (1.226 and 1.256 Å), caused by delocalization of the -1 charge of the 

deprotonated acid between the two atoms.  The bound water ligand, O3 (2.355 Å) assists 

in the construction of the compound through hydrogen bonding.  Within the dimer itself, 

O3 bridges the two metal centers through hydrogen bonding with O4 on the companion 

lanthanide (D-A distance 2.677 Å).  There is also hydrogen bonding between neighboring 

dimer units between O3 on one dimer and O6 on a neighboring dimer (D-A distance 

2.683 Å).  Additionally, there is π stacking present between the PYDC linkers containing 

N1 at a distance of 3.554 Å.  The PYDC linkers containing N2 are greater than 5 Å apart 

and consequently do not interact through π stacking. 
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Figure 17.  A thermal ellipsoid plot for the title compound shown at the 50% probability 

level.  Hydrogen atoms are omitted. 
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Figure 18. Polyhedral representation of the sheets in the Ln-PYDC compound, 

highlighting the dimers. 
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Figure 19. View of the Ln-PYDC compound down [001] where the hydrogen bonding 

(dashed lines) that connect the 2-D sheets down the [100] direction is shown. 
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Table 8. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for the Eu-PYDC compound. 

Eu-N1 2.746(3) 

Eu-N2 2.654(5) 

Eu-O4 2.379(3) 

Eu-O4i 2.809(3) 

Eu-O3 2.355(4) 

O1-C7 1.265(7) 

O2-C7 1.248(7) 

O4-C6 1.259(6) 

O5-C6 1.270(6) 

O6-C8 1.256(7) 

O7-C8 1.226(7) 

O8-C14 1.304(6) 

O9-C14 1.193(9) 

  

O1-C7-O2 125.48 

O4-C6-O5 120.78 

O6-C8-O7 124.87 

O8-C14-O9 125.33 
Superscript i=symmetry operator 1 – x, -1/2 + y, 1/2 - z. 

There are two crystallographically distinct PYDC ions in this compound.  The 

first, containing N1, serves to link the Eu dimers into a two-dimensional sheet.  In order 

to do so, the carboxylate groups contort themselves about the pyridine ring (Figure 17).  

One carboxylate lies just outside the ring plane with torsion angles of 17.34° (C2-C1-C7-

O2) and 17.21° (N1-C1-C7-O1).  The second carboxylate orients itself in a fashion 

roughly perpendicular to the pyridine rings and serves in part to connect the dimers.  

Here, the torsion angles are 74.54 and 70.43° (C3-C2-C6-O5 and C1-C2-C6-O4, 

respectively).  The second PYDC tethers the sheets together through hydrogen bonding to 

bridge Eu centers into dimers, as well as connect the dimers into a two-dimensional sheet.  
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Here, the two carboxylic acid groups are similar to the first linker, but now nearly 

orthogonal to one another.  One carboxylate group is in plane with the pyridine ring (N2-

C9-C8-O6, 6.62° and C13-C9-C8O7, 5.34°) and the protonated carboxylic acid group is 

nearly at a right angle to the ring (C9-C-13-C14-O9, 84.15° and C9-C13-C14-O8, 

100.82°).  Upon examination of the PYDC linker, it would seem plausible to form a one-

dimensional material through the carboxylic acids, but upon coordination of the nitrogen 

of the pyridine coupled with the free rotation of the carboxylic acid groups has prompted 

the formation of a two-dimensional compound.   

Table 9. Hydrogen bond parameters for Eu-PYDC system. 

Interaction D····A D-H H····A Angle 

O(8)····O(7) 2.626(2) 0.82 1.82 169 

O(3)····O(4) 2.683(4) 0.81 1.89 165 

O(3)····O(6) 2.677(1) 0.81 1.88 168 

 

3.2.3 Photophysical Results and Analysis 

 Europium and terbium samples were excited between 200 to 400 nm to determine 

maximum excitation wavelengths while monitoring their emission.  The Tb system 

exhibited a maximum emission wavelength at 546 nm and Eu at 620 nm under an 

excitation wavelength of 291 and 289 nm, respectively.  The excitation spectra for each 

lanthanide correspond to absorption by the linker, after which energy is transferred to the 

lanthanide ion.  These compounds both show emission attributed to the linker below 450 

nm, indicating an inefficient sensitization pathway as supported by quantum yields, 

lifetimes, and decay rates data.   
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Figure 20.  Excitation (left) and emission (right) spectra of Eu-PYDC.   

 

Figure 21. Excitation (left) and emission (right) spectra of Tb-PYDC.   
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Table 10. Quantum yields and lifetimes of the Eu and Tb analogs of Ln-PYDC. 

 Φ (%) τ (ms) 1S (cm-1) 3T (cm-1) 

Eu 2.6 ± 0.28 0.53 ± 0.01 
32,790 25,970 

Tb 4.6 ± 0.18 1.21 ± 0.10 

 

 From the quantum yield, lifetime, and integrated emission spectrum of the 

europium system, luminescence parameters for the PYDC system are underwhelming 

(Table 11).  The efficiency of energy transfer from the PYDC linker to Eu(III) ion is 

25.2%, indicating that this linker is not well suited for the emissive manifold of the 

Eu(III) ion.  Furthermore, the nonradiative processes (1,708 s-1) are close to ten times 

higher than radiative processes in this system (178.57 s-1), suggesting the coordinated 

aqua ligands and other nonradiative processes dominate energy deactivation processes. 

Table 11.  Luminescence parameters of the Eu PYDC system. 

 

 

3.3 Furan and Pyridine Systems within the Antenna Effect 

The triplet state of the PYDC linker at 25,970 cm-1 is close in energy with higher 

excited state levels (5D3, 5L6) of the Eu(III) ion, yet too far from 5D2 to resonate with this 

level.  This would result in no appropriately suited energy manifolds in Eu for efficient 

energy transfer, explaining the low quantum yield.  In the Tb system, the energy gap 

between 5D4 and the linker’s triplet state is greater than 5,000 cm-1, which can also 

effectively explain the poor QY of 4.6%. Both systems have poor energy transfer from 

the absorbing organic species to the lanthanide ion (14.6% in FDC and 25.2% in PYDC), 

and the nonradiative processes dominate over radiative modes, suggesting the 

ηsens ΦEu τrad κrad κnonrad 

25.2% 10.3% 0.0056 s 178.57 s-1 1,708 s-1 
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coordinated aqua ligand in each system (two OH oscillations) and other nonradiative 

processes effectively deactivates a large portion of the energy in the system.   

3.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, these two systems are quite unremarkable in their luminescence; 

however, they lay the groundwork for studying the antenna effect with model systems 

that follow the established guidelines. 
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CHAPTER 4: 4,4’-BENZOPHENONEDICARBOXYLIC ACID SYSTEM4.1 

BENZOPHENONE-4,4’-DICARBOXYLIC ACID

 The linker chosen for the next study, benzophenone-4,4’-dicarboxylic acid 

(BPDC), was selected because it meets criteria that would make it a suitable candidate to 

be an efficient organic antenna.  This molecule has a large, delocalized π system, and 

chelating carboxylic acid functional groups.  Other groups have used this linker in 

transition metal systems [136-142], lanthanide systems with coligands such as 

phenanthroline [143, 144], and even in actinide systems.  [145]  TD-DFT modeling data 

suggested that the triplet state of BPDC should be well suited for energy transfer to the 

Tb(III) ion’s 5D4 emissive state.  Finally, this linker was used in previous contributions 

[145] as well as a structurally similar linker, 4,4’-oxybis(benzoic acid) (OBA), [146] 

which contains two benzoic acid groups bridged together at the para positions by an sp3 

ether oxygen rather than a carbonyl group as in BPDC.  [147, 148]  These above reasons 

led to the assumption that the BPDC linker should be a suitable candidate for sensitized 

emission in visible emitting Ln CP systems. 

4.1.1 Synthesis 

 The title compound was synthesized by hydrothermal means.  A mixture of 

Eu(NO3)3·5H2O (115 mg, 0.27 mmol) and BPDC (100 mg, 0.37 mmol) were added to 

deionized water (5 mL) and placed in a 23 mL Teflon-lined stainless steel vessel.  The 

vessel was heated at 200 °C for 24 h, 175 °C for 24 h, and then 150 °C for 24 h.  The 
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vessel was then removed from heat and left to cool to room temperature where yellow 

crystals were collected and washed twice with water and ethanol.  The terbium compound 

was synthesized and treated in an identical manner.   

Elemental analyses were conducted on Eu and Tb samples by Galbraith 

Laboratories, Inc., Knoxville, TN, USA.  Eu: calcd. C 53.32, H 3.28; found C 52.73, H 

3.18.  Tb: calcd. C 52.95, H 3.26; found C 52.66, H 3.02. 

4.1.2 Structural Description 

 The Ln-CP (Ln = Eu(III), Gd(III), Tb(III)) was synthesized and its structure 

determined (Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 24, Table 12).  The Eu analog is described here 

as the Tb and Gd compounds did not produce crystals suitable for single XRD, but found 

to be isostructural based on powder XRD and elemental analysis.  The structure is a two-

dimensional compound comprised of EuO8 monomers exhibiting square antiprismatic 

coordination geometry.  Surrounding each Eu atom are three monodentate attachments 

from the BPDC linker’s carboxylate oxygen atoms (O2, O3, O7), a bidentate attachment 

(O12, O13) from a carboxylate group, and three coordinated water molecules (O16, O17, 

O18). 

 The CP contains three crystallographically unique BPDC linkers.  Each linker has 

one carboxylate group interacting with the Eu center.  Only one BPDC linker bridges Eu 

monomers together (O2, O3) down the [001] direction.  The second unique BPDC ion 

has a carboxylate group attached in a bidentate fashion to the Eu center (O12, O13), 

while the third unique linker attaches in a monodentate fashion to the Eu center from the 

carboxylate group (O7), leaving carbonyl oxygen atom (O8) uncoordinated.  The 

carboxylate groups not involved in coordination with Eu atoms form one-dimensional 
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channels with adjacent linkers through head-to-tail hydrogen bonding in the same 

geometric plane that propagates down the [010] direction. 

 

Figure 22.   Crystal structure of the Eu-BPDC compound down the [010] direction.  

Orange polyhedra represent Eu monomers, red spheres are oxygen atoms, and black 

lines are carbon atoms.  Hydrogen atoms have been removed for clarity. 
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Figure 23. Crystal structure of the Eu-BPDC compound down the [100] direction, 

showing the monomer SBU.  For color scheme, see Figure 22. 

  

Figure 24. Thermal ellipsoid plot (50% probability level) of [Eu(C15H9O5)3(H2O)3]n 

(symmetry equivalent atoms are denoted by superscripts: i = x, 1-y, 1/2+z).  Hydrogen 

atoms have been omitted. 
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Table 12.  Crystallographic information for the Eu-BPDC CP. 

Formula [Eu(C15H9O5)3(H2O)3]n 

Formula weight (g/mol) 2009.20 

Crystal class Monoclinic 

Space group P21/c 

a (Å) 27.981(2) 

b (Å) 11.2983(8) 

c (Å) 11.8755(9) 

α (°) 90 

β (°) 98.9390(10) 

γ (°) 90 

Z 4 

Cell volume (Å3) 3708.7(5) 

Density (mg m-3) 1.799 

µ (mm-1) 1.781 

Rint 0.0916 

R1 0.0484 

wR2 0.1232 

GOF 1.000 

Total Reflections 8893 

𝑅𝑅1 = �
�|𝐹𝐹0| − |𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐|�

|𝐹𝐹0| ;𝑤𝑤𝑅𝑅2 = �
∑[𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹02 − 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐2)2]
∑[𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹02)2] �

1
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Table 13.  Selected bond lengths (Å) for the Eu-BPDC CP. 

Eu-FDC 

Eu1-Ox 

X Å 

2 2.313(4) 

7 2.378(4) 

12 2.530(4) 

13 2.508(3) 

16 2.412(3) 

17 2.371(4) 

18 2.443(3) 

38 2.897(5) 

3i 2.399(4) 

  

C(8)-O(2) 1.267(6) 

C(8)-O(3) 1.259(6) 

C(15)-O(4) 1.294(6) 

C(15)-O(5) 1.244(6) 

C(23)-O(7) 1.268(6) 

C(23)-O(8) 1.255(6) 

C(30)-O(9) 1.242(7) 

C(30)-O(10) 1.301(7) 

C(38)-O(12) 1.266(6) 

C(38)-O(13) 1.268(6) 

C(45)-O(14) 1.241(7) 

C(45)-O(15) 1.303(7) 
Superscript i=symmetry operator 1–x, 1-y, -z. 

 Hydrogen bonding occurs within the compound between carboxylate groups from 

neighboring linkers lining the one-dimensional channel as well as from coordinated water 

ligands (Table 14).  Carboxylate oxygen atoms (O4, O9, O10) interact with oxygen atoms 

on carboxylate moieties across the channel on neighboring linkers (O5, O15, O14) with 
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distances from 2.596 to 2.608 Å.  The carbonyl oxygen atom (O8) interacts with a 

coordinated aqua ligand (O13) at a distance of 2.675 Å.  One carboxylate oxygen atom 

(O13) forms a hydrogen bond with a coordinated water molecule at a distance of 2.708 

Å.  Several π-π interactions are also present within this compound with centroid distances 

ranging from 3.682 to 3.788 Å between neighboring linkers (Table 15). 

Table 14.  Hydrogen bonding interactions and distances (Å) within the Eu-BPDC CP 

system. 

Interaction D····A 

O(4)····O(1) 2.608(5) 

O(8)····O(10) 2.675(5) 

O(9)····O(3) 2.596(5) 

O(10)····O(1) 2.598(5) 

O(13)····O(10) 2.708(5) 

 

The twisting of the linkers allows for a closer packing distance between aromatic 

rings.  The BPDC linkers are all slightly twisted with torsion angles between adjacent 

aromatic rings of 42.44°, 43.14°, and 46.70°.  This allows for π-π interactions with 

adjacent linkers, which assist in facilitating the stacking of the Eu along the [001] 

direction.  The aromatic rings have interaction distances from 3.682 to 3.788 Å with 

neighboring linkers. 

 

 

 

 

Table 15. π-π stacking interactions in the Eu-BPDC system. 
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Interacting Carbons Distance (Å) 

O(4)····O(1) 3.682(3) 

O(8)····O(10) 3.788(3) 

O(9)····O(3) 3.778(3) 

O(10)····O(1) 3.758(3) 

O(13)····O(10) 3.764(3) 

 

 

4.2 Photophysical Results 

4.2.1 Excitation and Emission Spectra 

Excitation and emission spectra were recorded at 298 K on a Jobin Yvon 

Fluorolog spectrometer.  Emission spectra were collected with an excitation wavelength 

of 375 nm.  The profile of the Eu system (Figure 25) is characteristic of the 5D0 to 7FJ 

transitions (J=1-4) at 590, 616, 627, and 710 nm, respectively of Eu with no discernable 

organic emission.  The excitation spectrum is largely linker based, but the sharp peak at 

463 nm is from the direction excitation of the Eu(III) ion’s 5D2 ← 7F0 energy level.  [86]  

Emission spectrum of the Tb system (Figure 26) is characteristic of Tb’s 5D4 to 7FJ 

transitions (J=6-3) at 491, 545, 587, and 623 nm.   
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Figure 25. Excitation (black) and emission (red) spectrum of Eu-BPDC. 

 

Figure 26.  Excitation (black) and emission (green) spectrum of Tb-BPDC. 
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4.2.2 Analysis of Photophysical Data 

 Benzophenone-4,4’-dicarboxylic acid is responsible for sensitizing Ln emission in 

this system, and studying the molecular singlet and triplet states of this linker could 

provide insight into the efficiency or lack of efficiency within this system.  Here, the 

triplet state of molecular BPDC (23,420 cm-1) should be ideally suited for efficient 

energy transfer to Tb(III)’s 5D4 manifold with an energy difference of 2,990 cm-1, yet ill-

suited for Eu(III) (ΔE = 6,170 cm-1).  This should result in a higher quantum yield for the 

Tb system than the Eu system.  What is observed experimentally, however, is the 

opposite; BPDC is a good sensitizer for Eu(III) (Φ = 36%), but a poor sensitizer for 

Tb(III) (Φ = 6%).  Additionally, the high Eu quantum yield was striking given the 

presence of these bound aqua ligands (six OH oscillators).  To investigate these 

discrepancies, further studies were required. 

4.3 Deuterated and Dehydrated Analogs 

Investigations into the luminescence of lanthanide ions in complexes and CPs 

show that coordinated aqua ligands provide a route for quenching luminescence through a 

nonradiative decay pathway.  Three to four OH quanta are sufficient to fill the energy gap 

between Eu and Tb’s excited and ground states.  [56, 71]  By exchanging higher energy 

OH oscillators such as those found in water with weaker vibrational quanta from 

deuterium oxide, the amount of energy required to fill the energy gap increases to 

approximately six OD oscillators.  Removing OH or OD oscillations altogether by 

dehydration of the compound can remove the NRD pathway attributed to these oscillators 

altogether to give further insight into the photophysical processes occurring within the 

system.  To this end, deuterated and dehydrated analogs of the BPDC CP system were 
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synthesized to gain further insight into what energy transfer and photophysical processes 

are occurring. 

4.3.1 Syntheses 

 Modified methods of the hydrated compound were employed to synthesize the 

deuterated and dehydrated materials.  The starting Ln nitrate salt was dehydrated in a 

vacuum oven, water was substituted with deuterium oxide (5 mL), and the reaction vessel 

was flushed with and sealed under nitrogen for synthesis of the deuterated analogs.  The 

yellow crystals were collected and washed with deuterium oxide and dried under a stream 

of nitrogen gas.  The unmodified sample was placed in a vacuum oven at 250 °C under 

reduced pressure in 5 in. Hg to remove coordinated aqua ligands to produce the 

dehydrated sample.  The Tb(III) and Gd(III) compounds were synthesized and treated in 

an identical manner.  PXRD was used to confirm that no structural changes or loss of 

crystallinity occur during these treatments. 

4.3.2 Excitation and Emission Spectra 

 Emission spectra for the Eu(III) and Tb(III) compounds were collected (Figure 27 

and Figure 28) at 298 K on H2O, D2O, and dehydrated samples (equimolar concentrations 

collected during the same experiment after allowing the instrument to fully warm up) 

with an excitation wavelength of 375 nm.  The profile of the Eu-BPDC compound is 

characteristic of 5D0 to 7FJ transitions (J = 1 – 4) at 590, 616, 627, and 710 nm, 

respectively with no discernable organic emission.  The dehydrated sample surprisingly 

displayed the lowest intensity emission and was further manifested in the quantum yields 

(Table 16).  The emission spectra of the Tb-BPDC systems are characteristic of Tb’s 5D4 

to 7FJ transitions at 291, 545, 587, and 623 nm, respectively, with the hydrated sample 
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displaying the lowest emission intensity as expected.  The consequences of these 

observations will be addressed below in the discussion  [86] 

 

Figure 27.  Emission spectra of Eu-BPDC. Black spectra are for the unmodified, as-

synthesized hydrated samples; blue spectra represent the emission for the deuterated 

analogues; red spectra represent the emission for the dehydrated analogs. 
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Figure 28. Emission spectra of Tb-BPDC. Black spectra are for the unmodified, as-

synthesized hydrated samples; blue spectra represent the emission for the deuterated 

analogues; red spectra represent the emission for the dehydrated analogues. 

4.3.3 Results and Discussion 

While the triplet state of the molecular organic antenna has been widely used to 

describe lanthanide luminescence in coordination complexes, it may not be suitable for 

network solids such at MOFs and CPs.  From inorganic network solids to amorphous 

organic semiconductors, the “infinite” nature of these structures results in band 

formation.  It has been demonstrated that transition metal based MOFs and CPs produce 

bands, though the precise nature of these bands is an on-going area of research.  [61-63]  

Regardless of their nature, the band structure of transition metal based CPs is likely a 

result of hybridization between inorganic and organic bands.   
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 The situation is different in lanthanide CPs due to the unique character of the 

lanthanides, notably the valence f-orbitals being contracted toward the nucleus, with 

filled 5s/5p orbitals radially extended beyond the 4f orbitals.  This would indicate that 

band formation in lanthanide CPs is likely to be predominately organic in nature.  [149]  

As such, the linkers behave like organic semiconductors in which the spectroscopic 

properties of the lanthanide centers in CPs can be treated as dopants within this organic 

semiconducting matrix.  [150]  The current treatment of luminescence being described 

for CPs using the model based on molecular complexes is not suitable.  Instead the band 

nature of the organic linker must be considered.  It is proposed that charge recombination 

between singlet and triplet state bands of the conduction band and the valence band of the 

semiconducting organic results in an energy transfer to the lanthanide ion instead of 

radiative recombination, which will be discussed in Chapter 5.   

 To evaluate whether band or molecular sensitization is occurring, time-delayed 

emission studies of the Gd analog were conducted to determine the energy of the singlet 

and triplet bands within this system and compared to those obtained from molecular 

complexes.  The singlet band lies at 23,040 cm-1 and the triplet band at 20,410 cm-1, 

significantly red-shifted from the singlet and triplet state energies of the BPDC molecular 

antenna (Table 16).  If an energy difference greater than 5,000 cm-1 is needed for efficient 

ISC as is typically required in molecular systems, [151] then ISC is not likely efficient in 

this system.  Emission studies support this since singlet band emission is observed even 

after long detector delays.  This holds a specific consequence in that the sensitization 

from the singlet band will be proposed to partially explain the luminescence in this 

system.  Do note that while singlet sensitization in complexes is not common, it may be 
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more common in lanthanide coordination polymers due to band structure, as will be 

discussed momentarily.   

 In resonant energy transfer, which occurs in sensitized Ln systems, there is a 

slight disparity between the energy of the donor and acceptor, where the acceptor is lower 

in energy.  Assuming this energy difference is comparable to Ln complexes,  [152] a 

difference of ~2,500 to 4,000 cm-1 should resonate well with this given f-excited state 

manifold. 

In the europium system, the singlet band resides at 23,040 cm-1, which can allow 

BPDC to resonate with the 5D1 of Eu(III) (ΔE = 4,020 cm-1), followed by internal 

conversion to 5D0 before emitting to the ground state.  The triplet band of the BPDC 

linker is able to resonate with the 5D0 energy level (ΔE = 3,160 cm-1) with an overall 

quantum yield of 36% for Eu.  This combination of singlet and triplet bands allows for 

energy transfer to both the 5D1 and 5D0 manifolds is believed to result in the quantum 

yield observed in the Eu system, and will be used to explain why luminescence is reduced 

in the dehydrated analog.   
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Figure 29.  Analysis of the energy transfer mechanisms based on lowest lying singlet and 

triplet state values (left; molecular BPDC triplet state shown for reference as a dashed 

line) and that of donor/acceptor spectral overlap (right; emission spectra at 0.0, 0.3, and 

0.5 ms delay with decreasing singlet state energy; singlet and triplet band levels noted * 

for reference on 0.3 ms delay spectrum. 

 For Tb, the triplet band lies too low in energy to transfer energy to Tb(III)’s 

emitting 5D4 manifold.  The singlet band, however, is ideally suited for energy transfer to 

this emitting level with an energy difference of 2,610 cm-1.  In molecular complexes, 

emission from the singlet to ground state is an allowed process, often happening faster 

than energy transfer can occur to the lanthanide ion.  Due to the heavy atom effect from 

the lanthanide ion, intersystem crossing can compete with fluorescence to populate the 

triplet state, followed by energy transfer to the lanthanide ion.  In networked solids and 

semiconductors, the situation increases in complexity with the inclusion of crystal 

momentum.  For a more detailed explanation of this, see Section 5.2.3.  The selection rule 

for crystal momentum states that a change in the momentum between two states is 
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forbidden.  Even though fluorescence from the singlet state in a complex is allowed, 

emission from a singlet band in solids may not obey the momentum selection rule. This 

results in a longer lived singlet state, which may be long enough to transfer energy to the 

lanthanide.  This pathway, although feasible in CPs may be less effective than 

sensitization by the triplet band.  As such, singlet band sensitization of the emissive level 

of Tb(III) with nonradiative decay by the bound OH quanta is believed to result in the 

poor 6% quantum yield of Tb-BPDC. 

 These proposed energy transfer mechanisms in the Eu and Tb systems are based 

on a simplified qualitative assessment of the singlet/triplet band energies that is 

commonly used in lanthanide literature, which assumes that the lowest lying energy state 

is mostly involved in the ET process.  Another analysis considers the entire spectral 

distribution of both the singlet and triplet bands where energy transfer occurs when there 

is overlap between the donor’s (BPDC) emission spectrum and acceptor’s (Ln ion) 

absorption spectrum.  Using this, the singlet band covers ~20,620 to 23,810 cm-1 (420-

485 nm) and the triplet band covers ~15,380 to 20,620 cm-1 (485-650 nm), though there 

is likely overlap of the two bands in the 475 to 490 nm region.  Using these values, the 

5D2 manifold of Eu(III) lies within the singlet band, whereas 5D1 and 5D0 are too low in 

energy, but only the 5D2 manifold could potentially be sensitized by the singlet band.  

The 5D4 manifold of Tb(III) lies right at the interface between these two bands at ~20,430 

cm-1 (489 nm), but technically resides just inside the triplet band, though it is in the 

overlap region.  Based on this, it could be argued that there is some triplet sensitization of 

Tb(III)’s 5D4 manifold, though it would be difficult to conclusively distinguish since the 

singlet and triplet bands do overlap in this region. 
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 Regardless of which method is used to deduce and describe the energy transfer 

mechanism that is occurring (the “classic” antenna description based on discreet singlet 

triplet values or that based on spectral overlap), it is clear that the sensitization by the 

band nature of the organic rather than its individual molecular structure is necessary 

when describing the luminescence of Ln CPs and MOFs.  However, it should be stressed 

that the proposed “band model” is still considered to be the antenna effect, but 

sensitization occurs through a fundamentally different process involving the band nature 

of CPs and MOFs.  This answers why Eu emission is higher than Tb, but does not 

address why Eu emission decreases in the dehydrated samples. 

 The presence of high-energy oscillators is commonly used to explain poor 

luminescence in Ln compounds, but their influence may not affect Ln CPs similarly due 

to structural attributes such as extensive hydrogen bonding networks and lack of dynamic 

ligand exchange.  Luminescence in both the Eu and Tb systems improved in terms of 

emission quantum yields upon substituting H2O with D2O (Table 16).  Upon replacement 

of the OH oscillators with OD, the excited state lifetimes of the Eu and Tb CPs increased 

as expected.   

Additionally, using Horrock’s [153] and Choppin’s [154] equations (Table 17), 

the calculated number of bound aqua ligands matches within error those found in the 

crystal structure, indicating that these high-energy oscillators do indeed influence the f-

excited state lifetimes within Ln-based CPs in a similar fashion to complexes.  These 

equations were determined empirically from solution experiments, where in solid-state 

materials such as CPs the number of bound water molecules is precisely known from 

crystallographic data, thus providing empirical validation of these equations.  This shows 
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that in these extended systems, while different, can still be assessed using these equations 

derived from solution studies. 

 In both complexes and CPs, such oscillators are detrimental to luminescence 

efficiency, as demonstrated by the increase of quantum yields upon OH to OD 

replacement.  Yet, in the Eu system, the high-energy OH/OD oscillators appear to have 

an overall enhancement effect to the luminescence that exceeds their concurrent NR 

quenching effects since the OH/OD systems have higher quantum yields than the 

dehydrated (Table 16).  It is postulated that the OH/OD oscillators assist with the IC from 

5D1 to 5D0 since their energy difference is on the order of these oscillators.  This has been 

observed in other systems upon dehydration, but were left unexplained by the authors. 

[26, 73]  This could possibly explain these rare instances.  It is uncertain if this 

phenomenon is (a) unique to singlet sensitization, (b) unique to energy transfer to 5D1 

only, (c) possible through triplet band sensitization also, or (d) possible with manifolds 

higher than 5D1.   

Table 16. Photophysical measurements of Eu and Tb BPDC systems. 

 Eu Tb 

 H2O D2O Dehydrated H2O D2O Dehydrated 

Quantum 
Yield (%) 

35.5 ± 4.9 58.8 ± 7.1 26.9 ± 3.1 6.0 ± 0.3 19.0 ± 1.5 26.1 ± 3.8 

Lifetime (ms) 0.265 ± 
0.016 

0.906 ± 
0.023 

1.330 ± 0.039 0.280 ± 
0.023 

0.379 ± 
0.030 

0.613 ± 0.039 

BPDC Linker 1Smolecule = 30,580 cm-1 
1Sband = 23,040 cm-1 

3Tmolecule = 23,420 cm-1 
3Tband = 20,410 cm-1 
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Table 17. Bound water determination results for Eu- and Tb-BPDC. 

 Eu Tb 

q 2.81a 
3.26b 

3.91a,c 

aObtained using Horrock’s equation, bObtained using Choppin’s equation; there is currently no equivalent 
of Choppin’s equation for Tb systems.  cThe number of bound water molecules is within experimental error 
of the lifetime studies (approximately ± ½ water molecule).  
 
 The emission spectra of the europium compounds can also provide important 

information regarding radiative (κrad) and non-radiative (κnonrad) rates within Ln-organic 

systems, which offers insights into the luminescence of the Ln ion.  The intrinsic 

quantum yield of Eu(III) (ΦEu) can be determined, as well as the efficiency of the organic 

to sensitize Ln emission (ηsens), using the following equations.  [73-75] 

𝜙𝜙𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂𝑆𝑆 = 𝜙𝜙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ∙ 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 

𝜙𝜙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

 

1
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

= 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛3 �
𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂𝑆𝑆
𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷

� 

𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝜅𝜅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =
1
𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠

−
1
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

 

Where ΦTOT is the quantum yield of the system, τobs and τrad are the experimental and 

radiative lifetimes, respectively, A is the spontaneous emission probability of the 5D0 to 

7F1 transition (14.65 s-1), n is the refractive index (~1.5 for these solids), and ITOT/MD are 

the entire integrated Eu emission spectrum from 5D0 to 7F4 and the integrated magnetic-

dipole emission band, 5D0→7F1. 
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Table 18.  Luminescence parameters of the hydrated, deuterated, and dehydrated Eu 

BPDC systems. 

 

 

 

From Table 18, it is seen that κrad values between the OH/OD/dehydrated 

compounds are all nearly identical, and that there is a steady decrease in κnonrad as the OH 

oscillator is replaced by OD and then removed altogether.  This is expected as the NR 

decay mechanism becomes progressively less efficient, but when the ηsens is calculated, 

the values seem implausible for the OH and OD systems.  When dehydrated, BPDC 

transfers its energy to the Eu center, causing what should be the maximum quantum yield 

feasible within this system.  However equations calculating these values assume a 

correlation between κnonrad and ηsens.  This neglects enhancement of the sensitization 

process by the very oscillators that simultaneously contribute to κnonrad.  Thus, ηsens values 

in the OH and OD systems appear nonsensical at well above 100%.  However, these 

values seem to be the combination of BPDC’s intrinsic ηsens and the OH/OD oscillators’ 

ability to enhance luminescence. Together, these data and experimental observations 

suggest that in certain sigutations, high energy oscillators like OH/OD may assist in the 

energy transfer processes, resulting in enhanced luminescence when compared to its 

dehydrated analog. 

4.4 Conclusion 

 The Ln-BPDC system is a unique coordination polymer which led us to re-

evaluate how we and others are studying lanthanide coordination polymer materials.  The 

Compound ηsens ΦEu τrad κrad κnonrad 

Hydrated 697% 5.1% 0.0052 s 193.67 s-1 3579.9 s-1 

Deuterated 354% 16.6% 0.0055 s 183.13 s-1 920.6 s-1 

Dehydrated 102% 26.4% 0.0050 s 198.60 s-1 553.5 s-1 
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photophysical results obtained were intriguing as both the misaligned triplet energy of the 

linker and number of coordinated aqua ligands should hinder sensitized luminescence.  

This study established the foundation for a new model on sensitized luminescence in 

these systems.
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CHAPTER 5: THE BAND MODEL OF SENSITIZED LUMINESCENCE IN 

TRIVALENT LANTHANIDE COORDINATION POLYMER SYSTEMS

Since lanthanide coordination polymers are not molecular entities, but rather 

network solids, a new theory built upon the foundation of the antenna effect to explain Ln 

luminescence in CPs is needed.  The periodic arrangement of the metal centers with 

organic linkers results in the formation of band features similar to insulators and 

semiconductors.  [61-63]  When Ln ions are incorporated into inorganic semiconducting 

materials, their luminescence is sensitized by charge carrier (exciton) recombination 

since there exists no organic antennae within these systems.  Results from our BPDC 

studies (See Chapter 4) indicated that a similar mechanism occurs in Ln CP systems, and 

that modifying the antenna effect guidelines for these systems is necessary.  [155]  This 

new approach applies known characteristics of semiconducting  organic solids to the 

antenna effect as derived from molecular systems, and represents an important 

advancement to the study of sensitized luminescence in Ln CP compounds.   

 Nine coordination polymers were synthesized from the literature with trivalent 

Eu, Gd, and Tb ions to test the validity of this modified approach to the antenna effect.  

Four CP systems were synthesized from the linker 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid, 

[Ln2(1,4-BDC)3(DEF)2(EtOH)2]·2(DEF) (1) [156] (DEF=diethylformamide; 

EtOH=ethanol), [Ln2(1,4-BDC)3(H2O)4] (2) [157], [Ln2(OH4)(1,4-BDC)(H2O)2] (3) 

[158],[158] and [Ln2(OH)4(1,4-BDC)] (4). [158]  Another CP systems was synthesized 
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with a 1,3-benzenedicarboxylic acid (1,3-BDC), ([Ln2(1,3-BDC)3(H2O)2]) (5).  [159]  A 

system with a highly efficient sensitizing linker with two aromatic rings bridged by an 

ether oxygen, 4,4'-oxybis(benzoic acid) (OBA), ([Ln2(OBA)3(H2O)5.5·0.5H2O) (6) [160] 

as well as three CPs previously reported by our group and [Ln(BPDC)3(H2O)3] (7) [155],  

[Ln(PYDC)(HPYDC)(H2O)] (8) [132], and [Ln(FDC)(HFDC)(H2O)] (9) [84], 

(BPDC=4,4’-benzophenonedicarboxylic acid, PYDC=2,3-pyridinedicarboxylic acid, and 

FDC=3,4-furandicarboxylic acid) were also chosen to test the validity of the band 

approach to the antenna effect within coordination polymers.  The linkers for each CP 

studied had the energy of their singlet and triplet states determined from molecular 

complexes as well as the singlet and triplet bands of the CPs.  Quantum yields and 

lifetimes were obtained for each CP (both Eu and Tb) and used to compare and contrast 

the two models.  The luminescence of these compounds was easily rationalized using the 

proposed band model, whereas the molecular approach failed to adequately explain all 

systems. 

5.1 Synthesis 

Synthesis of [Ln2(1,4-BDC)3(DEF)2(EtOH)2·2(DEF) (1) 

 Compound 1 was synthesized through modified literature methods by combining 

Tb(NO3)3·5H2O (54 mg, 0.125 mmol) and H2BDC (29 mg, 0.176 mmol) in a 23 mL vial 

with DEF (6 mL) and ethanol (1 mL).  A small hole was made in the cap before covering 

the vial.  The vial was placed inside a jar with ethanol (5 mL) and triethylamine (0.2 mL).  

The jar was sealed and vapor diffusion was allowed to occur for seven days (168 hours).  

The white crystalline solids were washed twice with water and ethanol and allowed to air 

dry.   
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Synthesis of [Ln2(1,4-BDC)3(H2O)4] (2) 

 Compound 2 was prepared by adding Tb(NO3)3·5H2O (65 mg, 0.15 mmol) and 

H2BDC (25 mg, 0.15 mmol) to water (9 mL) in a 23 mL Teflon-lined autoclave.  

Triethylamine (0.30 mL, 2.1 mmol) was added, turning the solution cloudy.  The vessel 

was then sealed and heated at 140 °C for 12 hours.  The autoclave was then removed and 

left to naturally cool down.  The white crystalline solids were decanted from the white, 

cloudy supernatant and washed twice with water and ethanol, after which the crystals 

were allowed to dry. 

Synthesis of [Ln2(OH4)(1,4-BDC)(H2O)2] (3) 

 An aqueous solution (8.7 mL) of Tb(NO3)3·5H2O (545 mg, 1.20 mmol) and 

H2BDC (100 mg, 0.60 mmol),  NaOH (96 mg, 2.40 mmol) was added to a Teflon-lined 

autoclave.  The vessel was sealed and placed in an oven at 180 °C for 4 days (96 hours).  

The white crystalline solids were decanted from the white, cloudy supernatant and 

washed twice with water and ethanol.  The solids were left to air dry. 

Synthesis of [Ln2(OH)4(1,4-BDC)] (4) 

 To an aqueous solution (8.7 mL) of Tb(NO3)3·5H2O (545 mg, 1.20 mmol) and 

H2BDC (100 mg, 0.60 mmol),  NaOH (96 mg, 2.40 mmol) was added to a Teflon-lined 

autoclave.  The vessel was sealed and placed in an oven at 250 °C for 4 days (96 hours).  

The white crystalline solids were decanted from the white, cloudy supernatant and 

washed twice with water and ethanol.  The solids were left to air dry. 

Synthesis of [Ln2(1,3-BDC)3(H2O)2] (5) 

 An aqueous mixture of Eu2O3 (176 mg, 0.5 mmol), 1,3-BDC (166 mg, 1 mmol), 

and water (10 mL) was placed in a 23 mL Teflon-lined autoclave and placed in an oven 
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at 170 °C for 7 days (168 hours).  The colorless crystals were then decanted from the 

clear, colorless liquid and washed twice with water and ethanol.  The solids were left to 

air dry.   

Synthesis of [Ln2(OBA)3(H2O)5.5·0.5H2O] (6) 

 To an aqueous solution of EuCl3 (150 mg, 0.41 mmol), the disodium salt of 4,4'-

oxybis(benzoic acid) (100 mg, 0.39 mmol) in water was added.  Precipitation 

immediately occurred.  The white solids were filtered and washed twice with ethanol and 

water and dried in air. 

Synthesis of [Ln(BPDC)3(H2O)3] (7) 

 A mixture of Eu(NO3)3·5H2O (115 mg, 0.27 mmol) and BPDC (100 mg, 0.37 

mmol) were dissolved in water (5 mL) and placed in a 23 mL Teflon-lined stainless steel 

autoclave.  The vessel was heated at 200 °C for 24 h, 175 °C for 24 h, and then 150 °C 

for 24 h.  The vessel was then removed from heat and left to cool to room temperature 

where the yellow crystals were collected and washed twice with water and ethanol.   

Synthesis of [Ln(PYDC)(HPYDC)(H2O)] (8) 

 The compound was synthesized through methods from the literature.  [132]  A 

mixture of EuCl3 (92 mg, 0.73 mmol) and 2,3-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (100 mg, 0.60 

mmol) were added to water (7 mL) in a 23 mL Teflon-lined autoclave.  The vessel was 

then heated at 120 °C for one day (24 hours).  After cooling to room temperature, clear, 

colorless crystals were isolated from the supernatant liquid, washed with water and 

ethanol three times and left to dry. 
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Synthesis of [Ln(FDC)(HFDC)(H2O)] (9) 

 An aqueous mixture of Eu(NO3)3·6H2O (122 mg, 0.275 mmol) and dimethyl-3,4-

furandicarboxylate (50 mg, 0.275 mmol) in water (3 mL) was added to a 23 mL Teflon-

lined autoclave.  Aqueous potassium hydroxide (5 M KOH) was added to adjust the pH 

to 7-9.  After 3 days (72 hours) of hydrothermal treatment at 120 °C, the solution was 

decanted from the clear, colorless crystals, and washed twice with water and ethanol, 

after which they were allowed to air dry. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

Compounds 1 – 9 were chosen due to their varying topologies, number of 

coordinated OH oscillators, and linker composition (Figure 30).  The target structures 

were synthesized with Eu, Gd, and Tb ions and structures were confirmed with powder 

X-ray diffraction.  The first set of compounds, 1 – 4, use the 1,4-BDC linker.  Compound 

1 is made of two-dimensional sheets, held together by extensive hydrogen bonding to 

form a 3D network (Figure 31).  Compound 2 resembles the stereotypical 3D, porous 

metal-organic framework structure with two bound water molecules per Ln center, which 

are extended in three dimensions by the linker (Figure 32).  Compounds 3 and 4 are 

similar in composition and consist of dense Ln-hydroxide sheets (Figure 33).  These two-

dimensional sheets are stacked by the organic linker into a three dimensional compound 

akin to a pillared clay, more resembling a traditional inorganic network solid than the 

other compounds, with two and one bound water molecule(s) per Ln ion, respectively.  

Compound 5 is comprised of 1,3-BDC and forms one-dimensional helical chains with 

two coordinated aqua ligands (Figure 34).  Compound 6 is constructed with the OBA 

linker, which has an sp3 ether oxygen atom connecting two benzoate groups (Figure 35).  
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The CP is compact and three dimensional, with approximately three coordinated aqua 

ligands.  Compound 7 is composed of a rigid, aromatic BPDC linker that forms a two 

dimensional compound with three aqua ligands coordinated to each Ln center (See 

Chapter 4).  Similar to 1, compounds 8 and 9 consist of two dimensional sheets 

composed of Ln dimers extended by the linker, which acts to hold the sheets together 

through hydrogen bonding (See Chapter 3).  Each Ln has one bound aqua ligand.  Instead 

of a central benzene core as in 1, however, the linkers consist of a pyridine (8) ring and 

furan (9) ring.   

 

Figure 30. Linkers used in compounds 1 – 9. 
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Figure 31.  Structure (1) previously obtained by MacNeill et. al. with two dimensional 

sheets made of dimers.  
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Figure 32.  Structure (2) reported by Reineke et. al. comprised of Ln(III) monomers into 

a prototypical MOF motif. 
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Figure 33.  Structure (3) synthesized by Serre et. al. comprised of two dimensional sheets 

made of lanthanide hydroxide sheets. 
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Figure 34.  Structure (5) synthesized by Fan et. al. comprised of helical Ln(III) chains 

(blue) tethered together by 1,3-BDC linkers. 

 

Figure 35.  Structure (6) synthesized by Luo et. al. comprised of Ln(III) monomers 

(green) bridged by 4,4’-oxybis(benzoic acid). 
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The triplet state of the molecular organic antenna is commonly used as a major 

contributing factor in the efficiency of the antenna effect in molecular complexes, but it 

cannot be used to explain sensitized luminescence in Ln CP systems.  Arguably the most 

followed tenet when designing a sensitizer states that the energy difference between the 

sensitizer’s triplet state and that of Eu’s 5D0 state should be approximately 2,500 to 3,500 

cm-1 and approximately 2,500 to 4,000 cm-1 for Tb’s 5D4 energy level for maximized 

sensitization efficiency, assuming efficient ISC from the singlet to triplet states.  [161, 

162]  This is a very general rule, with exceptions and intricacies to it.  Low temperature 

luminescence studies were performed on each linker in an acetonitrile solution with 

Gd(III) to obtain the organic sensitizer’s triplet state value (Table 20).  [76]  When these 

values were used to find a similar correlation between the triplet state of the molecular 

and quantum, yield of the CPs, this general tenet began to fail as more systems were 

studied.  It was thus hypothesized that treating CPs and MOFs in a manner akin to 

molecular complexes was an invalid approach.  Instead, the nature of MOFs and CPs 

extended network structures needed to be considered. 

5.2.1 Evaluation of Molecular-Based Approach 

 First, 1 – 9 were studied using triplet state values determined from molecular 

complexes.  With an energy difference of more than 5,000 cm-1 to the emissive levels of 

Eu and Tb in the BDC systems (1 – 4), 1,4-BDC should display poor luminescence with a 

triplet state of 25,410 cm-1.  However, the energy difference between the 5D1 manifold of 

Eu and the triplet state of 1,4-BDC does indeed fall within this ideal energy range at 

3,200 cm-1 (Table 19, Table 21), which could potentially explain the ~10% quantum yield 

observed in these four systems.  Here, energy transfer to the 5D1 manifold in Eu occurs, 
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followed by internal conversion to the 5D0 manifold to produce Eu emission.  The higher 

quantum yield of Tb (26 – 35%), however, is not explicable by this triplet state value.  

The energy difference between the triplet state of 1,4-BDC and 5D4 emitting manifold is 

too large at an energy difference of ~4,980 cm-1, and is too low in energy to resonate with 

the 5D3 level.  This should result in a minimal quantum yield in the Tb system, opposite 

of what is seen.  Since the singlet and triplet states of 1,3-BDC are effectively identical to 

1,4-BDC, with similar quantum yields, the same analysis holds for 5. 

 In the OBA system (6), the triplet state of 27,840 cm-1 allows or population of the 

excited state manifold of the Eu ion with an energy difference of 6,395 cm-1 from the 5D2 

level, though it can potentially resonate with 5D3 (ΔE = ~3,470 cm-1) and/or 5L6 (ΔE = 

~2,660 cm-1).  However, these manifolds are much higher than Eu’s emissive level, 

which could adequately explain the reported QY of 3.9%.  In the Tb system, the quantum 

yield of 66% is surprising, as the OBA’s triplet state is nearly too close in energy to the 

5D3 level (ΔE = ~1,570 cm-1), facilitating potential back transfer.  The ET range of 7,410 

cm-1 from the triplet state to Tb’s 5D4 emissive level is too large to allow for efficient ET.  

Combined, these factors should result in minimal sensitization of Tb emission instead of 

the high quantum yield observed.   

 In the BPDC system (7), the triplet level of 23,420 cm-1 is too high to efficiently 

populate Eu’s 5D1 and 5D0 energy manifold, however, the 5D2 energy manifold is only 

1,975 cm-1 from the triplet state of BPDC, which could reduce sensitization by a back 

transfer process.  Despite this, a 35.5% quantum yield was instead recorded.  For the Tb 

system, however, the energy difference of 2,990 cm-1 should be ideal for efficient energy 

transfer to Tb’s 5D4 emitting level, but the quantum of 6% does not reflect this. 
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 The triplet state of the PYDC linker (8) at 25,970 cm-1 follows the similar trend as 

OBA, such that it is close in energy with higher levels (5D3, 5L6) of the Eu(III) ion, yet 

too far from 5D2 to resonate with this level.  This would result in no appropriately suited 

energy manifolds in Eu for efficient energy transfer, explaining the low quantum yield.  

In the Tb system, the energy difference between 5D4 and the linker’s triplet state is 

greater than 5,000 cm-1, which can also effectively explain the poor QY of 4.6%. 

 The FDC linker’s (9) triplet state of 23,1980 cm-1 is most likely too high to 

promote efficient energy transfer to the 5D1 level of the Eu(III) ion with an energy 

difference of 4,170 cm-1, just outside the optimum ET range and too close to 5D2 (ΔE = 

~1,700 cm-1), resulting in the observed QY of 1.1%.  In the Tb system, the only energy 

level that could be occupied is the 5D4 emissive level with an energy difference of 2,760 

cm-1, which is within the range of optimum energy transfer and should promote decent 

quantum yields, but an efficiency of 3.3% was instead observed.  The low Tb quantum 

yield can be justified through nonradiative deactivation of the 5D4 manifold by the bound 

aqua ligand (See Chapter 4).  
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Table 19.  Quantum yield (%), lifetime (ms), number of OH quanta, secondary building 

unit, and overall dimensionality of Eu and Tb analogs of 1 – 9.   

Compound ΦEu (%) Eu τ (ms) ΦTb (%) Tb τ (ms) # OH SBU Dim 

1 12.6 ± 2.1 0.560 ± 0.012 26.1 ± 3.8 1.260 ± 0.173 1 Dimers 2 

2 9.5 ± 0.8 0.264 ± 0.006 37.0 ± 2.4 0.724 ± 0.025 4 Monomers 3 

3 10.3 ± 1.6 0.240 ± 0.017 36.3 ± 3.5 0.700 ± 0.045 4 Sheets 3 

4 9.8 ± 5.4 0.358 ± 0.071 35.0 ± 12.3 0.731 ± 0.053 2 Sheets 3 

5 10.4 ± 0.8 0.476 ± 0.005 31.9 ± 3.0 1.020 ± 0.040 4 Chains 1 

6 3.9 0.28 66 0.79 ~6 Monomers 1 

7 35.5 ± 4.9 0.265 ± 0.016 6.0 ± 0.3 0.280 ± 0.023 6 Monomers 2 

8 2.6 ± 0.3 0.530 ± 0.010 4.6 ± 0.18 1.21 ± 0.100 2 Dimers 2 

9 1.1 ± 0.3 0.387 ± 0.0001 3.3 ± 0.8 0.769 ± 
0.0006 2 Dimers 2 

 

Table 20. Photophysical measurements of each system in the molecular and CP states 

with Gd(III). 

  Molecular States CP States 

Compound Linker 1S (cm-1) 3T (cm-1) 1S (cm-1) 3T (cm-1) 

1 1,4-BDC 29,850 25,410 30,960 25,970 

2 1,4-BDC 29,850 25,410 30,960 25,970 

3 1,4-BDC 29,850 25,410 30,960 25,970 

4 1,4-BDC 29,850 25,410 30,960 25,970 

5 1,3-BDC 32,790 25,060 31,250 25,910 

6 1,3-BDC 32,790 25,060 31,250 25,910 

7 OBA 34,680 27,840 26,670 22,420 

8 PYDC 32,790 25,970 26,180 21,050 

9 FDC 31,619a 23,186a 30,030 21,834 

10 BPDC 30,580 23,420 23,040 20,410 
aHydrolyzed linker calculated with Gaussian. [84] 
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5.2.2 Evaluation of Band-Based Approach.   

 After the analysis of 1 – 9 using the commonly used molecular triplet state 

approach, inexplicable deviation in nearly every system arose.  Taking the extended 

network nature of CPs coupled with the unique chemistry of lanthanide ions, it was 

hypothesized that the organic linkers would behave more like aggregated organic 

compounds with band structure rather than discreet molecular antennae.  [61-63]  As 

such, the band nature of network solids would need to be considered when studying 

sensitized luminescence.  The composition of a CP’s conduction band is largely derived 

from the organic linker as shown by several computational studies.  [163-165]  It has 

even been noted that in lower energy band gaps are observed for linkers with larger 

numbers of sp2 carbon atoms.  [165]  In such instances, an electron is being excited from 

the material’s valence band to the conduction band.  Charge carrier recombination 

eventually occurs resulting in an energy transfer that permits population of the f* state to 

promote sensitized emission.  To investigate this further, compounds 1 – 9 were 

synthesized with Gd(III) ions to form isostructural analogs from which the triplet band 

energy level of these compounds were determined.  The triplet band energies were then 

used to justify the photoluminescent behavior of 1 – 9 (Table 20). 

 The triplet state of the band in BDC-based systems (1 – 5), at 22,220 cm-1, more 

accurately explains the observed quantum yields of these systems (~10% in Eu, ~33% in 

Tb).  In the Eu system, energy can transfer from BDC’s triplet band to the 5D1 level (ΔE 

= 3,200 cm-1) occurs, followed by internal conversion to 5D0, which more readily 

rationalizes its quantum yield.  In the Tb system, the triplet band is 1,790 cm-1 from the 

emissive 5D4 level of the Tb(III) ion.  This is outside the ideal range proposed from the 
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classic model for complexes, usually resulting in ineffective population of f* due to back 

transfer, yet moderately decent quantum yields are observed.  This could be due to the 

nature of CP structures compared to discreet complexes, where aggregation and 

intermolecular interactions are strong and static.  While this ideal range for energy 

transfer in complexes was empirically determined from decades of research, it is likely 

that some modifications to this may be required for CPs, but can only be estimated once 

significantly more data have been collected.   

 The OBA linker in 6, with too high a molecular triplet state, does not 

convincingly explicate the observed luminescence in this system.  In the band model, 

however, a triplet energy band of 22,420 cm-1 is 1,990 cm-1 from Tb’s 5D3 emissive level, 

explaining the high quantum yields.  The triplet band energy is in resonance with Eu’s 

5D2 energy manifold, allowing for potential back transfer and subsequent luminescence 

quenching and/or energy loss to internal conversion processes to populate Eu’s 5D0 

emitting level, explaining the poor quantum yield of 3.9% for the Eu system. 

 In the BPDC system (7), which has been described previously, the triplet band 

energy of 20,410 cm-1 is essentially identical to Tb’s 5D4, too close to its emissive level, 

explaining the poor quantum yields of 6.0%.  In the Eu system, the energy can be 

effectively transferred to the 5D0 state of the Eu ion, producing a quantum yield of 35%. 

 In the PYDC system (8), the triplet band energy transfer to the 5D0 level of the 

Eu(III) ion is favorable at 3,800 cm-1, although a close interaction range of 2,030 cm-1 to 

Eu’s 5D1 manifold may allow for back transfer, effectively predicting the outcome of 

poor Eu luminescence in this system.  In the Tb system, the only manifold that could 

potentially be occupied is the 5D4 emissive manifold, which is too close in energy from 
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PYDC’s triplet band (ΔE = 620 cm-1) to allow for efficient energy transfer, explaining the 

poor quantum yield value of 4.6%.  There also exists multiple strong π-π interactions 

within this system, which may influence the energy transfer mechanism, as discussed 

later. 

 The triplet band system of 9 has an energy of 21,830 cm-1.  This energy is too 

close in resonance for the 5D2 energy level of the Eu(III) ion, which may deactivate 

luminescence resulting in the poor quantum yields observed.  Similarly, the triplet band is 

in close resonance with the 5D4 level of the Tb(III) ion, producing the same results.  

Similar to 8, the strong interactions between the π systems of the organic linkers may also 

play a role in the photophysical processes involved. 
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Figure 36.  Modified Dieke diagrams of Eu, Gd, and Tb ions with experimentally 

obtained energy levels of the molecular triplet states (left, red) and triplet bands (right, 

blue) of the linkers and CPs used.  Since 1,3-BDC and 1,4-BDC have the same triplet 

band energies, they have been combined in the band figure for clarity. 
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Table 21. Difference from energy levels of linker to energy states of Ln(III) ions. 

aWhere 5D0: 17,270 cm-1; 5D1: 19,030 cm-1; 5D2: 21,500 cm-1. bWhere 5D4: 20,460 cm-1; 
5D3: 23,270 cm-1. [166] 

5.2.3 Further Considerations of the Band Nature of Organic Solids 

 In molecular complexes, the absorption and emission of UV/Vis/NIR radiation 

are dictated by two selection rules: Laporte and Spin selection rules.  In the antenna 

effect, what this generally means is that singlet state emission, being an allowed 

transition, is short-lived, decaying faster than energy transfer to a Ln can generally occur, 

but intersystem crossing to the triplet state can happen.  Once the triplet state is 

populated, its longer lifetime caused by its forbidden return to the ground state provides 

enough time for energy transfer to occur, exciting the Ln ion followed by emission.  In 

network solids where band formation occurs, an additional selection rule concerning the 

absorption and emission of phonons (Δk, crystal momentum) is required if the band 

transition is indirect (i. e., forbidden) in nature.  This means that if the Ln CP under study 

has an indirect band gap, decay from the singlet band is forbidden, possibly being long-

lived enough to be a contributor to lanthanide sensitization.  Thus, singlet sensitization of 

lanthanide ions in Ln CPs and MOFs is a potentially more common occurrence than in 

complexes, and needs to be considered when evaluating the luminescence of these 

 Triplet State for Molecule Triplet Band for CP 
 Eu(III) Systema Tb(III) Systemb Eu(III) Systema Tb(III) Systemb 

 5D0 5D1 5D2 5D4 5D3 5D0 5D1 5D2 5D4 5D3 
1,4-BDC 8,140 6,380 3,910 4,950 -860 4,950 3,190 720 1,760 -4,050 

1,3-BDC 7,790 6,030 3,560 4,600 -1,210 4,950 3,190 720 1,760 -4,050 

OBA 10,570 8,810 6,340 7,380 1,570 5,150 3,390 920 1,960 -3,850 

BPDC 6,150 4,390 1,920 2,960 -2,850 3,140 1,380 -1,090 -50 -5,860 

PYDC 8,700 6,940 4,470 5,510 -300 3,780 2,020 -450 590 -5,220 

FDC 5,920 4,130 1,690 2,730 -3,080 4,560 2,800 330 1,370 -4,440 
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materials.  While most linkers currently in use in the construction of Ln CPs have large 

band gaps with high singlet band energies, in linkers with lower band gap energies (close 

to those found in semiconductors instead of insulators), the singlet sensitization pathways 

could be significant.  Of course, this is a simplistic evaluation, as band structure and band 

transitions in organic semiconductors are fundamentally more complicated than inorganic 

semiconductors.  [167-172] 

5.2.4 Triplet versus Spectral Overlap Approaches 

 When luminescent lanthanide-hybrid systems are analyzed, it is very common to 

see the discussion restricted to a cursory description based largely on the triplet state.  

This often provides a simplified discussion as to the sensitization process, and while 

convenient, it does not always produce a complete picture.  In molecular systems, the 

triplet discussion is arguably sufficient in that any population of higher energy states on 

the lanthanide by higher energy levels of the ligand would likely be insignificant 

compared to the dynamics involved in ligand exchange, solvent interactions, etc.  

Lanthanide CP systems, however, are static.  If a higher energy level on the lanthanide is 

populated, there are fewer competing mechanisms for nonradiative deactivation.  Aside 

from loss during internal conversion, the population of these higher energy manifolds in 

lanthanide CPs may be more significant.  For a more accurate and precise view of the 

energy transfer processes in lanthanide CPs, the overlap between donor (linker) emission 

and acceptor (lanthanide) absorption spectra may need to be considered instead of just the 

singlet or triplet band energies, where better overlap generally produce better luminescent 

behavior.  [155] 
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5.2.5 Influence of High-Energy Vibrational Quanta 

 Vibrational quanta such as high-energy CH, NH, and OH oscillators provide a 

pathway for nonradiative decay, reducing efficiencies in these systems.  When 

constructing luminescent lanthanide complexes, the sensitizing organic ligand is designed 

to reduce the presence of these oscillators, especially those from bound aqua ligands.  

[72]  Three to four OH quanta are sufficient to fill the energy gap between Eu and Tb’s 

excited and ground states.  [56, 71]  Within CPs, bound aqua ligands do not appear to be 

nearly as detrimental, likely due to the presence of extensive, static hydrogen bonding.  

The systems selected for this study contain 1 to 6 OH oscillators bound to the lanthanide 

ion, and it is expected that a decrease in emission efficiency should be seen as more aqua 

ligands coordinate to the lanthanide center.  Instead, quantum yields for both the Eu 

(~10%) and Tb (~35%) systems are statistically nearly identical in cases for the 1,4-BDC 

systems, even though the lanthanide centers were coordinated to an ethanol (1), one aqua 

ligand (4), and two aqua ligands (2, 3).  While the presence of increasing oscillators more 

or less decreases the excited state lifetimes as expected (Table 19), their presence does 

not appear to consistently influence emission quantum yields in a similar manner.  Since 

it is well known and has been reported that these high-energy oscillators do impact 

emission quantum yields, it is evident that decently emissive lanthanide CPs can be 

constructed even with such oscillators present.  It is believed that the strong hydrogen 

bonding networks reduce their overall impact, and that similar hydrogen bonding motifs 

in the 1,4-BDC systems result in similar quantum yields despite the presence of varying 

numbers of OH oscillators.  Interestingly, there is a strong linear correlation between 

lifetimes and number of OH oscillators in all but 8, possibly due to the influence of the 
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Ln-N bond from the pyridine moiety of the linker.  [173]  It is possible that a 

coordination sphere largely dominated by aqua ligands and/or a weak hydrogen-bonding 

network would negatively impact the sensitization efficiency more than observed within 

these systems. 

 There have been studies highlighting the influence of such high-energy oscillators 

in CP systems.  [155, 174]  In some cases, such as changing H2O to D2O, there is an easy 

correlation.  In other systems, such as changing CH to CF in 1,4-BDC, the correlation 

may be less straightforward.  In such instances, the electronic effects of changing 

substituents on the linkers need to likewise be considered.  This change can impact 

singlet/triplet band energies, as well as overall energy transfer dynamics due to electron-

withdrawing or –donating effects.  As this model is further developed with additional 

research, such differences will need to be carefully distinguished between and evaluated 

separately.   

5.2.6 Topological Impact on Sensitized Luminescence 

 The 1,4-BDC and 1,3-BDC systems, with essentially identical quantum yields and 

singlet/triplet band energies can be used to show how topological diversity does not seem 

to have a drastic impact on sensitized luminescence in these lanthanide CPs.  With 

varying overall dimensionality (1-3), differing SBU dimensionality (0-2), and different 

general overall structural motifs (2D CP → 3D MOF → clay-mimetic), it would appear 

that the general CP/MOF structure has minimal influence on luminescence.  Other 

structural effects related to NRD mechanisms and organic aggregation effects seem more 

important than the nature of the inorganic unit.  While this study aimed to show diversity 

in both structural topology and organic linker energetics, the number of structures is 
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limited and this correlation cannot be definitively stated.  One aspect of these structural 

motifs that can impact emission is the SBU, in that it can promote concentration 

quenching effects.  By diluting the emissive lanthanide centers in a “non-emissive” 

lanthanide matrix such as La, Ce, or Gd, optimal doping concentrations for maximum 

efficiencies can be determined (Chapter 6).  [32, 33, 175-181] This is also used to 

promote Ln-Ln’ sensitized emission, which can tailor emission profiles and is commonly 

used to produce white-light emitting materials.  [30-34, 182-184] 

 The potential for aggregation can arise in these materials, which is not necessary 

to consider in isolated molecular complexes, but can impact concentrated solutions and 

solid phases of such complexes.  Compounds 6 (OBA), 7 (BPDC), 8 (PYDC), and 9 

(FDC) do have significant π-π interactions within the 3.0 to 4.9 Å range, which may 

provide a pathway for deactivation of luminescence.  [185, 186]  In the OBA system (6), 

the close interacting centroid systems are stacked at unfavorable angles (less than 45°), 

unlikely allowing effective aggregation-based reduction of emission.  The unusual 

channels within the structure of 7 consisting of head-to-tail interactions of the BPDC 

linkers could lead to possible aggregation-based behavior.  [187]  These distances around 

2.6 Å between linkers in the same geometric plane and π-π interactions distances around 

3.5 Å could lead to reduced emission, but this impact on luminescence is currently 

uncertain, as Eu luminescence was remarkably high.  Other systems, with π-π, C-H···π, 

S···π interactions show significant increases (1.5 to 7-fold increases) upon introduction of 

various stacking motifs into organic crystals.  [188]  The result of these effects on 

emission and the fundamental luminescence of lanthanide CPs is largely underdeveloped, 

but should be taken into consideration when evaluating luminescent lanthanide CPs. 
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5.2.7 Quantitative Assessment of Eu Emission 

 The emission profile of Eu complexes has long been used to estimate several 

quantitative factors impacting sensitized emission.  These include the determination of 

radiative and nonradiative decay rates, intrinsic Eu quantum yield, and sensitization 

efficiency of the organic linker.  When similar studies are applied to Ln CPs, the 

necessity to treat these compounds differently from complexes is further demonstrated 

(Table 22).  From this table, it is evident that radiative rates do not vary much.  This 

supports the premise that the SBU structure has minimal impact on sensitized emission.  

Most strikingly, however, is the possibility of obtaining quantum yields that surpasses the 

intrinsic Eu quantum yield, leading to linker sensitization efficiencies greater than 100%.  

In the BPDC system in Chapter 4, such an increase was attributed to a coupling of high-

energy OH oscillations with internal conversion processes that acted to support the Eu 

sensitization pathway.  Since the values in Table 22 are determined indirectly from 

experimental data rather than directly calculated, the nonphysical values of ηsens >> 100% 

is a reflection of this.  The experimental lifetimes used in these calculations is only a 

measure of NRD pathways and does not account for any assistance these oscillators may 

contribute to the sensitization process.  Thus, ηsens may appear to be greater than 100% in 

systems where this assistance is occurring. It is further speculated that the strong 

hydrogen-bonding interactions may also be partially responsible for this observation.  

Regardless, it is clear that using methods and techniques derived from complexes are not 

fully applicable in CPs.   
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Table 22.  Luminescence parameters for compounds 1 – 9. 

Compound ηsens ΦEu τrad κrad κnonrad 

1 114% 11.1% 0.0051 s 196.08 s-1 1589.6 s-1 

2 192% 4.94% 0.0053 s 188.68 s-1 3599.2 s-1 

3 244% 4.33% 0.0055 s 181.82 s-1 3984.8 s-1 

4 143% 6.86% 0.0052 s 192.31 s-1 2600.9 s-1 

5 102% 10.1% 0.0047 s 212.77 s-1 1888.1 s-1 

6 49% 7.9% 0.0035 s 285.71 s-1 3285.7 s-1 

7 697% 5.1% 0.0052 s 193.67 s-1 3579.9 s-1 

8 25% 10.3% 0.0056 s 178.57 s-1 1708.2 s-1 

9 15% 7.5% 0.0053 s 188.68 s-1 2395.3 s-1 

  

5.3 An alternative to the antenna model for molecular complexes 

 From the systems studied, there are several criteria to consider for the band model 

of sensitized luminescence in lanthanide coordination polymers. 

 First, the triplet band of the organic must resonate with any of the f-excited states 

within the lanthanide ion manifold, but the higher the energy of the manifold, energy 

losses from internal conversion are expected.  In this case Ln ions act as a dopant within 

an organic matrix with band structure, similar to lanthanide-doped inorganic 

semiconductors.  This is due to the contracted nature of the f-orbitals not interacting with 

the organic linker, thus having minimal influence on the photodynamics of the organic 

matrix.  [189, 190]  Based on molecular systems, the energy transfer from the conduction 

band to an f*-state is assumed to have an ideal range around 2,000 to 4,000 cm-1.  While 

significant deviation from this guideline is not expected, further studies will need to be 

performed to empirically determine a range appropriate for CP systems.  Congruent 

sensitization by both the singlet and triplet bands in Ln CPs is likely more common in 
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CPs dependent upon if the band transition is direct (allowed) or indirect (forbidden).  

[171, 191, 192] 

 Next, high-energy oscillators may play either a positive or detrimental role for 

sensitized emission.  High-energy oscillators can be detrimental by offering nonradiative 

decay pathways through OH/OD or CH/CF oscillators.  [174]  Although this may not be 

as detrimental as in molecular complexes since there is no dynamic ligand exchange and 

the framework is often stabilized by strong hydrogen bonding interactions, it is clear that 

their presence does not necessarily result in poor luminescence.  In other instances, it has 

been noted that these oscillators can sometimes be beneficial to the luminescence where 

emissions is increased in their presence.  [26, 73, 155]  When studying these oscillators, 

care should be taken to consider any potential electronic effects induced upon changing 

of sensitizing linker functionality (e.g., changing from C-H bonds to C-F bonds in BDC). 

 Finally, the nature of the secondary building unit and overall dimensionality of in 

Ln CPs seems to be less important as anticipated (Table 19).  In the case of lanthanide 

CPs, self-quenching is much more important than SBU structure, so dilute concentrations 

of the emissive Ln may need to be considered.  [193-195]  Linker aggregation effects are 

likely to pose a significant contribution to sensitized emission in these materials.  [187]  

All of these influences may be seen in the quantitative assessment of the photodynamics 

of these systems, where linker sensitization efficiencies may appear larger than physically 

feasible.   
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Figure 37.  Proposed band model diagram where an electron is promoted from the 

valence band to conduction band, charge carrier recombination occurs and the energy is 

then transferred to the manifold of the Ln ion.  The emissive state of the Ln ion is 

occupied through internal conversion, followed by luminescence.  Here, ET=energy 

transfer, IC=internal conversion. 

 Using methodologies derived from molecular systems on lanthanide CPs needs to 

be considered carefully.  While the antenna effect is a valid way to promote sensitized 

emission in lanthanide CPs, guidelines established from molecular complexes need to be 

modified to account for the unique nature of lanthanide CPs.  Comparing the newly 
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proposed “band model” versus the antenna model illustrates that in many instances the 

antenna model guidelines fail to explain sensitized emission in lanthanide CPs.  The 

antenna model emphasizes the triplet state energy of the organic linker being important 

for energy transfer to the lanthanide ion, whereas in the band model the triplet band 

produced from the periodic array of the organic within these materials is a more accurate 

predictor of sensitization efficiency, though singlet sensitization and other effects may 

also need to be considered.  The spectral overlap approach may also provide a more 

precise and more accurate depiction of the energy transfer processes involved.  Aromatic 

linkers are required for both models; in the antenna model they are required to produce 

bands through delocalization of sp2 orbitals.  In both approaches, the presence of high-

energy oscillators can reduce emission by nonradiative decay mechanisms, but seems to 

be less detrimental in lanthanide CP systems, and in some rare cases can even assist in 

the sensitization efficiency.   

5.4 Conclusion 

Herein, the features of lanthanide CP systems that need to be considered when 

studying their sensitized luminescence has been outlined, though there is more research 

needed to further establish concrete guidelines.  It is expected that future work on 

luminescence lanthanide CPs and MOFs will be evaluated by the band model, allowing 

for this approach to be further developed.  Detailed excitation, absorption, and 

computational studies will also surely serve to address these parameters to a greater 

extent.  
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 CHAPTER 6: EFFECTS OF LANTHANIDE DOPING IN 

[LN(C6H8O4)3(H2O)2]·(C10H8N2), GWMOF-6

Heteronuclear lanthanide coordination polymers have shown great promise in 

recent years due to their presence in a diversity of applications.  Previous contributions 

have shown in mixed Eu/Tb systems, the Tb ion can act as an antenna, after receiving 

energy from the organic sensitizer, and transfer its energy to the Eu ion.  [196]  This has 

also been noted by other groups [151, 193, 197, 198], not only in Eu/Tb systems but with 

Tb/Yb and Ce/Tb mixtures as well.   [31, 199, 200]  Investigation into the luminescent 

behavior of Eu and Tb ions within MOFs by doping of optically inert Ln ions such as 

Gd(III), since the emissive level of the Gd(III) ion (6P7/2) lies too high in energy, can also 

produce highly luminescent materials [201], which will be shown within the scope of this 

chapter. 

To this end, a series of isostructural MOFs were synthesized with adipic acid, 

4,4’-dipyridyl, and varying Ln ion mixtures for the general formula [LnxLn1-

x(C6H8O4)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-dipy (where Lnx = Eu or Tb, and Ln1-x = Gd) to investigate the 

effects of concentration quenching with optically inert Ln ions.  Further investigation 

with an optically active spacing ion in an isostructural Tb/Eu system was employed to 

give insight into the role of Ln-Ln’ sensitization.  These systems were characterized with 

powder X-ray diffraction and photophysical measurements. 
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6.1 Synthesis 

In a typical synthesis, a mixture of Eu(NO3)3·6H2O (207 mg, 0.60 mmol), 4,4’-

dipyridyl (95 mg, 0.60 mmol), and adipic acid (86 mg, 0.60 mmol) was added to 1.7 mL 

of water.  Ammonium hydroxide (aqueous, concentrated) was then added (60 μL) to 

adjust the pH to ~9.  The vessel was then tightly sealed and heated autogenously at 180 

°C for 3 days (72 hours).  After naturally cooling to room temperature, the white cloudy 

liquid was decanted from crystalline white solids.  These solids were thoroughly washed 

with water and ethanol and left to air dry.  Isostructural compounds with varying 

lanthanide ion concentrations were synthesized in an otherwise identical manner. 

6.2 Doping and Powder X-ray Diffraction 

 The synthesis of isostructural GWMOF-6 systems were confirmed with an 

Olympus BTX Benchtop PXRD.  PXRD patterns were compared to those calculated 

from single crystal data to confirm phase purity.  Isostructural compounds were 

successfully synthesized with Eu:Gd and Tb:Gd with ratios of 25:75, 50:50, 75:25, and 

100:0.  Attempts to synthesize compounds with other optically inert lanthanide ions 

La(III), Ce(III), and Lu(III) were unsuccessful.  The ionic radii of these compounds may 

not be suitable to incorporate into the structure along with Eu or Tb.  [45]  Elemental 

analyses were also collected to determine the concentration of lanthanide ions within 

each sample (Table 23, Table 24, Table 25). 
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Figure 38.  Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of Eu:Gd-GWMOF-6 analogs at 100:0, 

75:25, 50:50, and 25:75 doping ratios. 

 

Figure 39.  Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of Eu:Gd-GWMOF-6 analogs at 100:0, 

75:25, 50:50, and 25:75 doing ratios. 
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Table 23.  Elemental analyses of the doped systems of [EuxGdy(C6H8O4)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-

dipy. 

[EuxGdy(aa)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-dipy 
   Calculated (found) % 

Calculated 
Ratio 

Experimental 
Ratio Eu Gd C H N 

Eu     35.92 3.82 3.09 

Eu0.75Gd0.25 3.00 2.96 24.80 8.37 36.09 3.77 3.02 

Eu0.5Gd0.5 1.00 1.02 16.60 16.3 35.98 3.75 2.96 

Eu0.25Gd0.75 0.33 0.34 8.56 25.4 35.80 3.72 2.94 

 

Table 24.  Elemental analyses of the doped systems of [TbxGdy(C6H8O4)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-

dipy. 

[TbxGdy(aa)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-dipy 
   Calculated (found) % 

Calculated 
Ratio 

Experimental 
Ratio Tb Gd C H N 

Tb     35.55 3.80 2.95 

Tb0.75Gd0.25 3.00 3.01 26.3 8.75 35.46 3.77 2.89 

Tb0.5Gd0.5 1.00 1.09 18.2 16.9 34.80 3.74 2.68 

Tb0.25Gd0.75 0.33 0.27 7.04 26.5 35.65 3.73 2.94 

 

Table 25.  Elemental analyses of the doped systems of [EuxTby(C6H8O4)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-

dipy. 

[EuTb(aa)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-dipy 
   Calculated (found) % 

Calculated 
Ratio 

Experimental 
Ratio Tb Gd C H N 

Eu0.5Tb0.5 1.00 1.00 16.8 16.8 35.89 3.79 2.98 
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6.3 Photophysical Results 

6.3.1 Eu:Gd and Tb:Gd GWMOF-6 systems 

 For emission spectra, all samples were in equimolar concentrations and excited at 

a wavelength of 285 nm, which was also used in the literature (Figure 41, Figure 42).  

[196]  In the doped Eu:Gd system, the compound with the highest intensity was the 

50:50, followed by the 25:75, 75:25, and the system with the lowest emission intensity 

was the pure Eu(III) compound.  In the Tb:Gd system, the 50:50 ratio also showed higher 

emission intensities than the other systems, followed by the 75:25, 25:75, and 100:0.  

This trend is slightly different than that of the Eu system, where the 25:75 was the second 

highest in intensity.  This difference can be attributed to the energy level of the Eu(III) 

ion (17,270 cm-1) residing at a lower energy than the Tb(III) ion (20,460 cm-1) [166], 

which may make the Eu(III) ion more sensitive to neighboring emissive species.  Also, 

Tb(III) has less receiving energy levels, only the 5D4, for energy transfer, while the 

Eu(III) ion has the 5D0,1,2 energy levels close together, allowing for the potential for 

energy transfer processes (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40.  Modified Dieke diagram of Eu, Gd, and Tb ions. 
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Figure 41.  Emission spectra of the Eu:Gd analog of GWMOF-6 at 100:0, 75:25, 50:50, 

and 25:75 concentration ratios. 

 

Figure 42. Emission spectra of the Tb:Gd analog of GWMOF-6 at 100:0, 75:25, 50:50, 

and 25:75 concentration ratios. 
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 Lifetime measurements were also performed and were excited at 285 nm (Table 

27).  Lifetime values increased as gadolinium concentration increased, which follows the 

trend seen in doped systems, indicating the Gd ion facilitates longer lived excited energy 

states.  [201] 

 The quantum yield of the 50:50 Eu:Gd system is the highest at 3.65%, and 

lifetime values increase upon increasing Gd concentrations as seen in the Tb system.  The 

intrinsic quantum yield of the Eu ion (ΦEu), radiative lifetime, and the radiative rate 

constant remain similar across all systems, where the nonradiative rate constant fluctuates 

depending on the concentration of Gd ions (Table 27), suggesting the presence of 

nonradiative pathways for deactivation of excited states.  Emission data supports the 

trends in quantum yields, however, the lifetime data varies.  This is attributed to receiving 

energy levels of the Eu(III) ion (5D0,1,2), where the Tb(III) ion only has one emissive level 

(5D4) close to the triplet state of the 4,4’-dipyridyl antenna.   

Table 26.  Quantum yield and lifetime values for [LnxLn1-x(C6H8O4)3(H2O)2]·4,4’-dipy 

(where Lnx = Eu or Tb, and Ln1-x = Gd). 

 

Compound ΦEu (%) Eu τ (ms) ΦTb (%) Tb τ (ms) 

100:0 2.13 ± 0.66 0.7525 ± 0.028 5.65 ± 0.61 1.520 ± 0.002 

75:25 1.13 ± 0.15 0.7667 ± 0.006 7.07 ± 1.08 1.559 ± 0.012 

50:50 3.65 ± 1.35 0.7837 ± 0.005 7.61 ± 1.30 1.591 ± 0.176 

25:75 3.18 ± 0.43 0.7812 ± 0.018 5.54 ± 1.60 1.689 ± 0.023 
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Table 27.  Luminescence parameters for Eu:Gd systems (100:0, 75:25, 50:50, and 25:75 

ratios) 

Compound ηsens ΦEu τrad κrad κnonrad 

100:0 21.3% 10.0% 0.0075 s 132.95 s-1 1195.95 s-1 

75:25 11.0% 10.3% 0.0075 s 134.14 s-1 1170.15 s-1 

50:50 34.9% 10.5% 0.0075 133.59 s-1 1142.28 s-1 

25:75 30.0% 10.6% 0.0074 s 135.57 s-1 1144.54 s-1 

 

Literature reports state that the energy transfer interactions become inefficient 

when the emissive metal centers are at a distance larger than 10 Å.  [87]  GWMOF-6 

consists of LnO9 edge shared polyhedra that propagate into chains that extend in the 

[010] direction that are 9.901 Å apart from neighboring chains.  Gadolinium ions can act 

as spacers between Tb (Eu) centers to reduce the Tb-to-Tb (Eu-to-Eu) energy transfer.  

[193]  The ions within these chains have interatomic distances to neighboring polyhedra 

of 4.129 Å; however, the distance between alternating metal centers is 7.788 Å.  This 

accounts for the increased quantum yield in the Tb system, as every third metal center 

along the chain would be 11.762 Å away from the other emissive center.  Assuming the 

random distribution of metal ions between neighboring chains, the closest distance 

emissive ions can be to each other is 9.907 Å and would constitute a very small fraction 

within the structure.  These reasons lead to the belief that the 50:50 Tb:Gd or Eu:Gd have 

the optimal distance between lanthanide emissive centers and optimal lanthanide 

concentration for the maximum emission possible of the ones studied. 

6.3.2 Eu:Tb GWMOF-6 System 

 The next system studied was doping 50:50 Eu:Tb to observe the emission profile 

and photophysical characteristics of emissive Ln(III) ions within the same matrix.  Upon 
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excitation, energy absorbed by the 4,4’-dipy antenna is transferred to both Eu and Tb 

ions.  The energy residing in the 5D4 energy level of the Tb(III) ion is then subsequently 

transferred to the 5D1 and 5D0 levels of the Eu(III) ion, as previously reported.  [87, 160]  

This Tb-to-Eu energy transfer process can be estimated by replacing the Eu ion with Gd.  

The emissive level of the Gd(III) ion (6P7/2) lies too high in energy, therefore cannot act 

as an acceptor to transfer to the Tb ion, therefore only lifetime values for Tb will be 

observed, while maintaining a similar doping concentration.  Based on the lifetime values 

in Table 28, this energy transfer efficiency from Tb-to-Eu can be determined by the 

following equation [160, 202], where τ is the presence and τ0 is the absence of Eu(III) 

acceptor ions. 

𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑜𝑜→𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 1 −
𝜏𝜏
𝜏𝜏0

 

The intermetallic energy transfer probability from Tb(III) to Eu(III) ions is 80% and has 

been attributed to the phonon-assisted Förster transfer mechanism.  [202-204]  This result 

is an improvement to other 50:50 systems at 42.4% and 23.1%, although values of 92% 

are obtained with pyromellitic acid linkers.  [193, 204]  The sensitization efficiency 

(ηsens) greater than 100% in the mixed system at 617 nm can be attributed to the energy 

being transferred from the Tb(III) ion to the energy levels of the Eu(III) emissive center, 

subsequently increasing the efficiency of the system. 
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Figure 43.  Emission spectrum of the Eu:Tb analog of GWMOF-6 at a 50:50 

concentration ratio. 

Table 28.  Quantum yield and lifetime values for Eu:Tb 50:50 system at the maximum 

emission of Eu (545 nm) and Tb (617 nm). 

Eu:Tb Φ (%) τ at 545 nm (ms) τ at 617 nm (ms) 

50:50 12.75 ± 3.35 0.3184 ± 0.016 0.7611 ± 0.001 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

 A doped lanthanide adipate metal-organic framework was synthesized with Eu 

and Tb ions through hydrothermal methods with varying Gd concentrations to determine 

the optimal doping concentration.  Photophysical measurements were performed and the 

highest emission intensities were from the 50:50 Ln:Gd (Ln = Eu or Tb) systems with Eu 

and Tb at 3.65% and 7.61%, respectively.  A system synthesized with 50:50 Eu:Tb had 
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an energy transfer from the higher 5D4 emissive energy level of the Tb(III) ion to the 5D0 

of the Eu(III) ion, with enhanced emission and a quantum yield of 12.8% compared to 

systems doped with optically inert metals.  The 50:50 doping concentrations allow for 

optimal spacing between emissive centers to circumvent the problem of concentration 

quenching within the GWMOF-6 system. 
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CHAPTER 7: A LANTHANIDE COORDINATION POLYMER BASED ON 2,2’-

BITHIOPHENE-5,5’-DICARBOXYLATE FOR NITROAROMATIC DETECTION

 Coordination polymers and metal-organic frameworks have had a surge of interest 

in applications in sensing, particularly for nitroaromatic compounds used in explosives 

and their adverse effects on environmental health.  [25, 205, 206]  Detection methods 

such as capillary electrophoresis and gas chromatography have drawbacks of tedious 

preparation of samples, high cost of use, and sophisticated instrumentation.  [207, 208]  

MOFs can be used as fluorescence-based sensors, which have the advantage of having 

high sensitivity, simplicity, short response time, and selectivity.  [209]  Nitroaromatics 

are able to be detected with low false positive rates; however, selectivity between 

nitroaromatic species is still an active area of research and the ability to detect on site 

would be invaluable.  [210, 211]  With these considerations in mind, a lanthanide-organic 

framework was synthesized with a bithiophene-based linker to detect nitroaromatic 

derivatives. 

 A new lanthanide CP based on 2,2’-bithiophene-5,5’-dicarboxylic acid (DTDC) 

was prepared ([Ln2(C10H4O4S2)3(H2O)6]n, Ln = Sm - Yb) for use as a chemosensor.  This 

linker has been used in previous studies [212-216]  with transition metal coordination 

polymers, but not with lanthanides or for applications in nitroaromatic sensing.  Some 

thiophene-containing molecules, however, have been used to detect nitroaromatics, [217, 

218] used as films for gas sensing, [219, 220] or even used to functionalize silicon-
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containing aggregation-induced emission materials.  [221]  Thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic 

acid has been used as an organic linker in both transition metal [222, 223] and lanthanide 

[224, 225] coordination polymers.  Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first system where a thiophene-based linker is used within a CP for the purpose of 

explosives detection.  The nitroaromatic species studied herein include 2-nitrophenol (2-

NP), 3-nitrophenol (3-NP), 4-nitrophenol (4-NP), 1,3-dinitrobenzene (DNB), 2-nitrotoluene (NT), 

2-nitroaniline (NA), and 4-nitrobenzonitrile (NBN).  Benzene derivatives without nitro groups 

(Phenol; 4-methylphenol) were used as a control to test the selectivity of the title compound. 

7.1 Synthesis 

7.1.1 Synthesis of 2,2’-bithiophene-5,5’-dicarboxylic acid 

The linker 2,2’-bithiophene-5,5’-dicarboxylic acid was synthesized according to 

modified literature methods (Figure 44).  [226]  To a solution of 550 mg (3.30 mmol) of 

2,2’-bithiophene in 50 mL dry THF was added 4.4 mL (7.04 mmol) n-BuLi solution (1.6 

M in hexanes) dropwise at -78 °C using a Schlenk line under an N2 atmosphere.  After 

stirring for four hours, the milky white solution was poured over crushed dry ice, also 

under an N2 atmosphere.  The light yellow suspension was allowed to warm to room 

temperature under mild stirring and then acidified with 2 M aqueous HCl.  The resulting 

yellow suspension was then filtered, washed with diethyl ether, and left to dry in air at 

room temperature.  The same synthesis using 5,5’-dibromo-2,2’-dithiophene also 

produced the DTDC acid moiety in similar yields.  Overall yield: 64-82%. 1H NMR (400 

MHz, DMSO, ppm) δ7.70 (d, 2H), 7.54 (d, 2H).  13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO, ppm) 

δ175.84, 163.14, 142.06, 134.95, 127.08. 
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Figure 44. Synthesis of DTDC linker. 

 

Figure 45.  DTDC product 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO, ppm) δ7.70 (d, 2H), 7.54 (d, 2H). 

 

Figure 46.  DTDC product 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO, ppm) δ175.84, 163.14, 142.06, 

134.95, 127.08. 

7.1.2 Synthesis of [Er2(C10H4O4S2)3(H2O)6]n 

In a 23 mL Teflon lined autoclave, ErCl3·H2O (0.20 mmol, 54 mg) and DTDC 

linker (0.20 mmol, 51 mg) were dissolved with DMF (7 mL) and mixed to form a clear 

solution.  After five minutes of stirring, water (8 mL) was added turning the clear 

solution a cloudy yellow.  The autoclave was sealed, placed in an oven, and heated under 
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autogeneous pressure for seven days (168 hours) at 100 °C.  After cooling to room 

temperature, a clear, light yellow, liquid was decanted from a beige crystalline solid, 

which was then washed three times with water and ethanol.   Similar synthetic methods 

were used for other isostructural CPs where Ln = Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, Yb). 

Elemental analyses were conducted on Eu and Tb samples by Galbraith Laboratories, 

Inc., Knoxville, TN, USA.  Eu: calcd. C 30.04, H 2.02, S 16.04; found C 30.04, H 2.05, S 

15.59.  Tb: calcd. C 52.95, H 3.26; found C 52.66, H 3.02. 

7.1.3 Single crystal X-ray Diffraction 

 A single crystal of the Er compound was selected and mounted atop a glass fiber. 

Data were collected on a Bruker D8 QUEST CMOS system equipped with a TRIUMPH 

curved-crystal monochromator and a Mo Kα fine-focus tube (λ = 0.71073 Å).  A total of 

13,358 reflections up to a maximum of 56.70° were collected of which 4584 were 

independent.  The frames were integrated with Bruker SAINT Software package and the 

structure was solved with direct methods using the SHELXT-2014 package.  The 

structure was further refined using SHELX-97 [227] within the WINGX software suite.  

Crystallographic details can be found in Table 30. 

7.1.4 Luminescence 

 Emission spectra were collected using a Perkin Elmer LS55 Fluorescence 

Spectrometer at room temperature.  In a typical experiment, 2 mg of finely ground Er-

DTDC was suspended in 10 mL of ethanol and shaken for 15 minutes.  The emission 

spectra were collected at an excitation wavelength of 371 nm with incremental additions 

of different nitroaromatic compound solutions (1 mM in ethanol) to 2 mL of the ethanol 

dispersion of Er-DTDC. 
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7.2 Structural Description 

 The Er-DTDC compound is a dense, three-dimensional CP.  The following 

structural description will focus on that of the Er compound (Fig, Table).  Other DTDC 

CPs (Ln = Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, Yb) were found to be isostructural, as confirmed 

with powder X-ray diffraction, FTIR, and TGA.  Crystals from the other Ln ions were not 

suitable for structural determination by single crystal diffraction methods.  Disordered 

square antiprismatic monomers of ErO8 are bridged to adjacent Er ions through DTDC 

linkers.  Three of these oxygen atoms form monodentate attachments through carboxylate 

moieties of the linker (O1, O2, O5), two oxygen atoms form a bidentate attachment from 

one DTDC linker (O3, O4), and three bound aqua ligands (O7, O8, O9) are coordinated 

to the Er ions to saturate the coordination environment.  The monomers are bridged 

together through DTDC in the [100] and [001] direction to afford the overall three 

dimensional structure.   
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Figure 47.  View of Er-DTDC down the [100] direction.  Magenta polyhedra represent 

Er monomers, yellow spheres are sulfur atoms, red spheres are oxygen atoms, and black 

lines are carbon atoms.  Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Table 29.  Crystallographic information for the Er-DTDC CP. 

Formula [Er2(C10H4O4S2)3(H2O)6]n 

Formula weight (g/mol) 1199.42 

Crystal class Triclinic 

Space group P-1 

a (Å) 7.7389(5) 

b (Å) 9.6787(6) 

c (Å) 13.1985(8) 

α (°) 89.999(2) 

β (°) 75.000(1) 

γ (°) 75.514(2) 

Z 2 

Cell volume (Å3) 921.62(10) 

Density (mg m-3) 2.1611(2) 

µ (mm-1) 4.941 

Rint 3.08% 

R1 2.64% 

wR2 6.07% 

GOF 1.113 

Total Reflections 4584 

 

 The structure contains two crystallographically unique DTDC linkers.  The first 

DTDC coordinates to two Er ions through monodentate attachments from carboxylate 

oxygen (O3, O4).  These linkers assist in propagating the CP in the [001] direction.  The 

bithiophene units in this linker possess a nearly planar torsion angle of 1.16°.  The second 

unique DTDC linker in this CP contains bridging carboxylate groups and propagates the 

XCP in the [100] direction.  One carboxylate group in this linker bridges together Er 

atoms (O1, O2), while the second carboxylate group is attached in a monodentate fashion 

to one Er atom (O5) and the carbonyl oxygen (O6) does not participate in coordination.  

This linker possesses antiperiplanar torsion angles of 12.20° and 10.47° between the 
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thiophene units.  Selected bond lengths and angles and π-π interactions can be found in 

Table 30 and Table 32, respectively. 

 

Figure 48.  Thermal ellipsoid plot (50% level) of Er-DTDC (where superscripts indicate 

symmetrically generated atoms, I = 1 – x, 2 – y, -z; ii = 1 – x, 1 – y,2 – z; and iii = 2 – z, 

1 – y, 1 – z).  Hydrogen atoms have been omitted. 

 

Figure 49.  View of Er-CP down [100] illustrating the bridging of the carboxylate 

groups connecting ErO8 polyhedra, illustrating the monomer SBU structures. 
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Table 30.  Selected bond lengths for Er-DTDC. 

Er-Ox Distance (Å) 

1 2.4488 

3 2.3872 

4 2.4505 

7 2.3534 

8 2.4390 

9 2.3464 

2i 2.2495 

5ii 2.2548 

  

C1-O1 1.2573 

C1-O2 1.2362 

C10-O5 1.2632 

C10-O6 1.2429 

C11-O3 1.2682 

C11-O4 1.2537 
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Table 31. Intermolecular interactions between neighboring centroids where Cg(1) is 

S(1), C(2), C(3), C(4), C(5), Cg(2) is S(2), C(6), C(7), C(8), C(9), and Cg(3) is S(3), 

C(12), C(13), C(14), C(15). 

Centroid Distance (Å) 

Cg(1)-Cg(1) 4.4431 

Cg(1)-Cg(1) 5.3538 

Cg(1)-Cg(2) 3.7965 

Cg(1)-Cg(2) 5.5982 

Cg(1)-Cg(3) 4.8569 

Cg(2)-Cg(3) 5.2304 

Cg(2)-Cg(3) 5.7014 

Cg(3)-Cg(1) 5.1727 

Cg(3)-Cg(1) 5.3664 

Cg(3)-Cg(2) 5.2574 

Cg(3)-Cg(2) 5.4506 

 

7.3 Luminescence and Sensing Properties 

 The emission spectrum of Er-DTDC in ethanol (λexc = 371 nm) shows a maximum 

emission peak at 438 nm (Figure 50) while the uncoordinated DTDC molecule shows a 

maximum emission at 440 nm, and are assigned to the π-π* transition.  [228]  This shift 

can be attributed to the rigidity on the DTDC upon CP formation.  [187, 229] 
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Figure 50.  Emission spectra of Er-DTDC and the DTDC linker in ethanol (λexc = 371 

nm). 

 Fluorescence quenching titrations of Er-DTDC using nitroaromatic derivatives 

were performed in ethanol (Figure 51).  The fluorescence quenching efficiency was 

calculated using [(I0-I)/I0]·100% monitoring emission at 440 nm upon photoexcitation at 

371 nm, [230] and quenching was most efficient with compounds containing nitro groups 

(NA > 2-NP > 4-NP > 3-NP > DNB > NT > NBN), as molecules without this moiety 

such as phenol and 4-methylphenol significantly shows less luminescence quenching 

compared to the nitro-containing species (Figure 52, Table 33). 
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Figure 51.  Emission spectrum of Er-DTDC and additions of analytes at 1 mM 

concentration, excited at 371 nm. 

 

Figure 52.  Percentage of photoluminescence quenching of Er-DTDC upon addition of 

analytes. 
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This quenching of emission attributed to the DTDC linker within the CP is due to 

the highly electron deficient nature of the nitroaromatic molecules.  [25, 205]  Upon 

excitation, electron transfer from the π-rich DTDC electron donor to the electron 

deficient nitroaromatic moieties occurs, resulting in oxidation of the excited state and 

quenching of the luminescence.  The phenol and 4-methylphenol do not contain these 

withdrawing groups, and do not as readily influence the emission of Er-DTDC. 

The process of quenching within this system can be attributed to the relative 

energies of the LUMOs of DTDC and the analytes (Figure 54, Table 33).  [209, 231]  

When irradiated, an electron is promoted from the HOMO of DTDC to its LUMO, and 

this excited electron can be subsequently transferred to the LUMO of the analyte, 

resulting in fluorescence quenching.  The LUMO of DTDC is within ±0.38 eV for 

analytes that exhibit almost complete fluorescence quenching (NA, 2-NP, 3-NP, 4-NP) 

and within 0.71 eV for analytes that quench ~75% fluorescence (DNB, NT, NBN, Table 

33).  Phenol and 4-methylphenol have LUMO energies well above the LUMO of DTDC 

at +2.52 and 2.54 eV, respectively.  This energy difference is too high for an electron to 

be transferred for quenching. 
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Table 32.  Quenching rates and efficiencies of nitroaromatic analytes with Er-DTDC in 

ethanol. 

Analyte Quenching efficiency (%) KSV (M-1) 

4-nitrotoluene (4-NT) 77.8 419.31 

1,3-dinitrobenzene (DNB) 82.4 176.98 

2-nitroaniline (NA) 100 23,137 

4-methylphenol (MP) 11.0 NA 

Phenol 15.1 NA 

4-nitrobenzonitrile (NBN) 71.5 106.93 

2-nitrophenol (2-NP) 99.4 5,729.56 

3-nitrophenol (3-NP) 98.2 4,879.23 

4-nitrophenol (4-NP) 99.0 1,179.02 

 

The order of quenching is not in full agreement with the LUMO energies of all 

the analytes.  One possibility for this discrepancy is a resonance energy transfer 

mechanism.  [205, 232]  The absorption spectra of the different aromatic analytes in 

ethanol were compared to the emission spectrum of Er-DTDC dispersed in ethanol 

(Figure 53).  The overlap seen between NA and Er-DTDC demonstrated the probability 

of resonance energy transfer between the emission bands of Er-DTDC and the absorption 

band of NA.  Minimal overlap is observed in the absorption spectra 2-NP, 3-NP, and 4-

NP systems with the emission of Er-DTDC, indicating that this quenching mechanism is 

less probable within these systems, with the main method of quenching from LUMO to 

LUMO electron transfer discussed previously.  No overlaps were seen with other 

systems, suggesting no resonance energy transfer occurs between Er-DTDC and the 

inefficient quenchers. 
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Figure 53.  Spectral overlap between the absorption of aromatic analytes and the 

emission of Er-DTDC in ethanol.   

Quenching values can also be corroborated with the energy difference between 

the HOMO and LUMO of the analytes.  Energies were obtained through TD-DFT 

calculations (B3LYP level of theory using the 6-31G basis set) using the Gaussian [233] 

program (Table 33).  For systems with ~99% quenching, the energy differences range 

from 4.06 to 4.71 eV while slightly less efficient systems ranges from 4.92 to 5.09 eV, 

meanwhile inefficient quenchers have HOMO/LUMO energy differences greater than 5.8 

eV. 
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Figure 54.  HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the DTDC linker and nitroaromatic 

analytes, as well as representations of these molecular orbitals.  These compounds are 

ordered in decreasing quenching ability.   

Table 33.  HOMO and LUMO energies calculated for DTDC linker and analytes. 

Analyte HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Energy Gap (eV) 

DTDC -6.7070 -2.6082 4.0988 

4-nitrotoluene (4-NT) -7.4573 -2.3704 5.0869 

1,3-dinitrobenzene (DNB) -8.4170 -3.3191 5.0979 

2-nitroaniline (NA) -6.4548 -2.3946 4.0602 

4-methylphenol (MP) -5.9155 -0.0587 5.8568 

Phenol -6.7070 -0.0810 6.6260 

4-nitrobenzonitrile (NBN) -8.1489 -3.2278 4.9211 

2-nitrophenol (2-NP) -7.0129 -2.2989 4.7140 

3-nitrophenol (3-NP) -6.7814 -2.3930 4.3884 

4-nitrophenol (4-NP) -6.9210 -2.2210 4.7000 
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 The quenching efficiencies were further investigated through Stern-Volmer (SV) 

plots using the equation I0/I=KSV[Q]+1, where I0 is the initial luminescence intensity of 

Er-DTDC without any analyte, I is the luminescence intensity in the presence of analyte, 

KSV is the quenching constant (M-1), and [Q] is the molar concentration of the analyte.  

The quenching constant for 4-NP, for example, was found to be 1190.80 M-1, from a 

linear fitting of the SV plot at low concentration ranges from 0 to 300 μM (Figure 55).  

At higher concentrations, deviation from linearity was seen, attributed to self-absorption 

and static or dynamic quenching processes.  [205, 209]  See Table 33 for quenching rates 

of all analytes. 

 

Figure 55.  Stern-Volmer plot of Er-DTDC in ethanol with 1 mM 4-nitrophenol 5 μL 

increments at an excitation wavelength of 371 nm.   
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7.4 Conclusion 

 A new three dimensional coordination polymer comprised of 2,2’-bithioophene-

5,5’-dicarboxylic acid was solvothermally synthesized and characterized using single 

crystal X-ray diffraction, PXRD, and luminescence measurements.  The emission of this 

compound is linker based and is quenched upon addition of nitroaromatic species due to a 

charge transfer quenching from the CP to the nitroaromatic.  This work demonstrates the 

utility of lanthanide-organic frameworks based on a bithiophene scaffold in advancing 

the field of explosives detection. 
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CHAPTER 8: RETICULAR CHEMISTRY AND SECONDARY BUILDING UNIT 

FORMATION IN TRIVALENT LANTHANIDE SYSTEMS UNDER 

HYDROTHERMAL CONDITIONS

 One feature that allows MOFs and CPs to stand out is the ability to target pore 

sizes, shapes, and surface properties through reticular synthesis.  [2, 4, 234, 235]  This 

approach works well in transition metal (TM) systems, where bonding is directional and 

primarily dictated by the d-orbitals.  [35, 36]  In lanthanide systems, however, the 

contracted nature of the f-orbitals gives rise to primarily electrostatic bonding, where 

ligand bonding is largely determined by ligand steric considerations.  This, combined 

with large ionic radii, results in lanthanide complexes with large coordination numbers (8 

and 9 being the most common).  As a consequence of ionic bonding, no geometric 

restrictions are imparted upon lanthanide coordination, therefore lanthanide ions will tend 

to have their coordination spheres fully saturated unless ligand sterics block available 

coordination sites.  These traits, while apparently cumbersome, allow the diverse 

structural motifs seen only in lanthanide coordination polymers. 

The most widely used linker in coordination polymers (both in transition metal 

and lanthanide systems) is arguably terephthalic acid (1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid).  

This multifunctional linker exhibits a wide range of coordination modes and is seen in 1-, 

2-, and 3-dimensional CPs.  [236-240]  The extensive use of this linker is attributed to 

many favorable features it possesses.  One feature includes a delocalized π system, giving 
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the potential for π-π stacking interactions.  Furthermore, chelating carboxylate groups, 

which can coordinate to metals in a myriad of configurations, can facilitate bridging of 

adjacent metal ions through one carboxylate group or bridge longer distances through the 

para carboxylic acid group on the benzene ring.  This versatility, along with a large 

library of structures previously synthesized makes this linker an excellent candidate for 

reticular syntheses.  [240] 

 Favorable reaction conditions have been explored previously, for the MOF-5 

system only, in transition metal systems.  [241]  McKinstry and coworkers mapped 

formation diagrams with respect to time and temperature for stirred and unstirred 

conditions.  It was determined that MOF-5 can be formed at high concentrations, making 

scale up reactions feasible.  Other groups report zinc nitrate and zinc acetate produce a 

pure phase MOF-5, indicating that the metal counter ion may play a role in MOF 

formation.  [242]  No studies have been performed on lanthanide coordination polymer 

systems with terephthalic acid to determine optimal formation under hydrothermal 

conditions. 

 To this end, a systematic study has been performed with a representative Ln ion 

(Pr(III)) and terephthalic acid.  Synthetic parameters such as time, temperature, fill 

volume, and concentration/ratio of the metal and linker were changed; the resulting solids 

characterized with powder X-ray diffraction to determine optimal parameters for CP 

formation.  These findings will further refine reticular synthesis in Ln CPs and increase 

the understanding of what conditions are favorable for CP formation. 
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8.1 Synthesis and Characterization 

 All compounds for this study were synthesized in a similar manner using 

hydrothermal methods.  In a typical synthesis, PrCl3 (19 mg to 187 mg, 0.05 mmol to 

0.50 mmol) and terephthalic acid (9 mg to 83 mg, 0.05 to 0.50 mmol) were added to a 23 

mL Teflon-lined autoclave.  Water (3 or 5 mL) was added and the autoclave was sealed.  

The vessel was placed in an oven at 120, 150, or 180 °C for 3 to 7 days (72 to 168 hours) 

at which point the autoclave was removed from the oven and left to naturally cool to 

room temperature.  The solids were isolated by decanting the supernatant, washed twice 

with water and ethanol, and allowed to air dry at room temperature.   

 All samples were structurally characterized using powder X-ray diffraction with 

an Olympus BTX II Bench XRD using Co Kα (λ = 1.79 Å) radiation.  Diffractograms 

were compared to those of the terephthalic acid-based structures in the Cambridge 

Structural Database (CSD) to identify reaction products. 

8.2 Investigation into Hydrothermal Conditions 

8.2.1 Contour Plots 

 A systematic study was performed by changing one synthetic parameter at a time 

between time, temperature, and concentration; the resulting reaction was then analyzed 

with powder X-ray diffraction (if solids present) to determine if a coordination polymer 

formed.  Results were reported if the terephthalic acid recrystallized, if no reaction 

occurred, or CP formation was observed.  The syntheses that yielded a coordination 

polymer had their powder diffraction patterns matched to entries in the CSD.  The entire 

data set (both CPs and null results) were tabulated and contour graphs were produced. 
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 First, comparisons between linker and lanthanide concentrations were considered 

(Figure 56).  Previous works have shown concentration to be a key factor in CP 

formation, with the metal concentration being more significant than linker concentration.  

[243, 244]  From Figure 56, recrystallized terephthalic acid linker is the preferable 

outcome at any linker concentration between 0.04 and 0.10 M.  The metal concentration, 

however, does seem to influence formation of solids.  Here, very low or very high 

concentrations (<0.02 M and > 0.06M) lead to no reaction occurring. 

 

Figure 56.  Linker versus lanthanide concentration contour plot obtained from 

hydrothermal methods.  Here, light blue is no reaction and green is recrystallized linker 

(terephthalic acid).   
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 If the concentration of the lanthanide or linker are studied compared to that of 

temperature (Figure 57 and Figure 58), there are “zones” in which no reaction can occur.  

In studying the lanthanide concentration, a narrower zone at low temperatures is seen 

from 0.04 M to 0.08 M in which recrystallized linker forms.  If the concentration is below 

or above these values, no reaction occurs.  When the temperature is increased, the area of 

recrystallized linker increases to 0.03 M to 0.10 M at 150 °C to nearly the complete range 

studied at 180 °C.  In the linker-based system, a similar trend is seen, where 

recrystallized linker is observed at 120 °C at a concentration range of 0.04 M to 0.10 M.  

Again, increasing the temperature increases the area that recrystallized linker can occur to 

the full range at 180 °C. 
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Figure 57.  Lanthanide concentration versus temperature contour plot using 

hydrothermal methods.  Here, light blue is no reaction and green is recrystallized linker 

(terephthalic acid). 
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Figure 58.  Linker concentration versus temperature contour plot using hydrothermal 

methods.  Here, light blue is no reaction and green is recrystallized linker (terephthalic 

acid). 

 If lanthanide (Figure 59) and linker (Figure 60) concentrations are compared to 

time of the reaction, there is a “goldilocks” zone where CP formation is observed.  In the 

lanthanide and time scenario, a minimum of three days is required before CP formation is 

observed.  After five days of reaction time recrystallized terephthalic acid is the result 

instead.  Three days has the highest probability of CP formation with varying lanthanide 

concentrations.  In this three day reaction time period, concentrations of lanthanide 

ranging from 0.03 M to 0.07 M can produce a unique structure 1 (Figure 63).  This 

concentration range narrows significantly after three days to a range of 0.05 M to 0.06 M 
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at 3.5 days to ~0.050 M at greater than four days.  The fifth day of the reaction time only 

produces recrystallized linker regardless of lanthanide concentration. 

 

Figure 59.  Lanthanide concentration versus time contour plot from hydrothermal 

methods.  Here, light blue is no reaction, green is recrystallized linker (terephthalic 

acid), and orange is compound 1. 

 When considering linker concentration and time, high concentrations of linker 

(>0.08 M) can lead to formation of 1, where lower concentrations of linker produced no 

product regardless of time.  Beginning at 2.5 days, CP formation is observed at 0.10 M 

terephthalic acid concentration, with the lowest concentration needed at 0.08 M being 

between three and four days.  Immediately after four days of reaction time, no product is 

observed and only recrystallized linker is produced 
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Figure 60.  Linker concentration versus time contour plot from hydrothermal methods.  

Here, light blue is no reaction, green is recrystallized linker (terephthalic acid), and 

orange is compound 1. 

 Next, the lanthanide and linker concentration were examined as a ratio compared 

to temperature (Figure 61) and time (Figure 62).  A lanthanide to linker concentration 

ratio of 0.5 gives compound 1 regardless of the temperature range observed (120 to 180 

°C).  Any ratio outside this range produces either no reaction or recrystallized linker.  The 

ratio compared to time also illustrates a zone of product(s) formation.  At a ratio of 0.4 to 

0.6 produces product 1 from one and a half days to seven days; however, from 2.5 to four 

days at a ratio of 0.5, compounds 2 and 3 form (Figure 64 and Figure 65).  Any ratio 
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above 0.6, below 0.3, or before two days yields no reaction or produces recrystallized 

linker. 

 

Figure 61.  Lanthanide to linker concentration ratio versus temperature contour plot 

from hydrothermal methods.  Here, light blue is no reaction, green is recrystallized linker 

(terephthalic acid), and orange is compound 1.   
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Figure 62.  Lanthanide to linker concentration ratio versus time contour plot from 

hydrothermal methods.  Here, light and dark blue are no reaction, green is recrystallized 

linker (terephthalic acid), orange is compound 1, and red is a mixture of compounds 2 

and 3. 

8.2.2 Matched Crystal Structures 

 The syntheses described above produced three unique coordination polymers.  

From the Cambridge Structural Database, these are AMIXIE (1) [245], NELRAY (2), 

and NERMON (3).  [237] 
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Figure 63.  View of the AMIXIE (1) structure down the [100] direction.  Here, pink 

polyhedra are Er atoms, red spheres are oxygen atoms, and black lines are carbon 

atoms. 

 

Figure 64.  View of NELRAY (2) structure down the [100] direction.  Here, blue 

polyhedra are Er atoms, red sphered are oxygen atoms, and black lines are carbon 

atoms. 
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Figure 65.  View of NERMON (3) structure down the [001] direction.  Here orange 

polyhedra are Er atoms, red spheres are oxygen atoms, and black lines are carbon 

atoms. 

Of the possible three CPs formed, there are some striking similarities between the 

structures (Table 35).  All three compounds have LnO8 coordination polyhedra, which 

form two dimensional Ln-O sheets with the aid of the terephthalic acid linker.  The 

crystal class of 1 (triclinic) is different than that of 2 and 3 (monoclinic).  Furthermore, 

the space groups are different between all compounds (compound 1 (P-1), 2 (P21/2), and 

3 (C2/c)). 
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Table 34.  Crystal data of compounds 1 – 3. 

Formula Er2(BDC)3(H2O)4 Er2(BDC)3(H2O)6·2H2O Er2(BDC)3(H2O)6·2H2O 

Formula weight 449.46 971.32 971.32 

Crystal class Triclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 

Space group P-1 P21/2 C2/c 

a (Å) 6.1356(3) 6.7429(2) 38.5123(13) 

b (Å) 9.9896(5) 22.4913(7) 11.1241(4) 

c (Å) 10.170(5) 9.6575(3) 7.0122(2) 

α (°) 102.170(3) 90 90 

β (°) 91.433(4) 91.6400(18) 98.634(2) 

γ (°) 58.737(5) 90 90 

Z 2 4 4 

 

Now that an initial set of parameters are obtained for favorable coordination 

polymer formation, expanding this research to encompass more metal and linker systems 

is needed.  Further work on this project includes expanding systems to different linkers 

(both rigid and flexible), different metals (lanthanide, transition metal, and alkaline earth 

metals) and base modification. 

8.3 Conclusion 

 The understanding of the synthesis of lanthanide coordination polymers is an 

active area of research due to the difficulty in predicting the resulting product as a result 

of the radially contracted f orbitals of the lanthanide ion.  It was found that favorable 

reaction conditions include a time of three to five days at temperatures ranging from 120 

to 180 °C.  The favorable concentrations of the reagents are 0.05 M for the lanthanide ion 

and 0.1 M for the linker, forming an optimal ratio of 0.5 lanthanide to linker. These 

results discussed above will assist in laying the groundwork for refining reticular 
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synthesis in lanthanide coordination polymers and increase the understanding of what 

conditions are optimal for coordination polymer formation.   
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